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Letter from the Vice President
“Preparing for the Future” has become a new way of life. As technology-inspired innovation brings us
everything from MOOCs to cloud computing, information technology organizations must continually
prepare for an uncertain and ever-shifting future. For OIT at Princeton, the future rests firmly upon
a foundation of excellence. For that, I would like to thank Betty Leydon for her many years of service
in leading Princeton’s information technology organization. In the time I have spent meeting with
departments across campus to learn about Princeton and its culture, and about campus perceptions of
the OIT organization, it quickly became evident that the organization Betty led for the past 10 years is
well-regarded and highly respected for its customer focus and commitment to excellence in service. It
is an honor and privilege for me to now lead OIT and to strive to continue this level of excellence.
In reflecting on the achievements of OIT over the past year, of special note is the opening of the
High-Performance Computing Center (HPCRC) and the continued growth of the high-performance
computing resources at Princeton. The reliable, state-of-the-art, and expanding research computing
infrastructure positions Princeton and its researchers to excel and become world leaders in research
computing, while also supporting the University’s commitment to responsible sustainability. The
HPCRC data center is truly a resource for the entire University, providing reliable service to more than
1,800 research, academic, and administrative central and departmental servers.
OIT also embarked on a number of new ventures. For the first time, OIT provided cloud-based
student services with the offering of “Google Apps at Princeton,” a student email and collaboration
suite. The pilot of Princeton’s Coursera course this past spring marked the University’s entry into the
world of massive online learning. Looking beyond the pilot, Coursera courses continue to be offered
and draw tens of thousands of participants, enriching teaching and learning at Princeton, as well as
throughout the world.
Along with new services, OIT continues its commitment to providing the most secure computing
environment at Princeton. This past year, OIT reviewed information security, with a focus in the areas
of policy and strategy, and implemented enhanced protections against security breaches. A monthlong Data Privacy campaign and an enhanced data protection program help to increase campus
awareness of the importance of data security.
Looking ahead, we all realize that the future will bring change and that the rate of change is ever
increasing. Innovation comes along more quickly and investments in technology that once offered
10-year investments are now outdated after five, three, and even two-years. Though necessary change
has become an essential part of providing information technology and services that best meet the
growing needs of the University community, we are evermore committed to thoughtful innovation
coupled with the basic principles of customer service and support, professionalism, and respect for
each other and those that we serve. As we prepare for the future, we will keep in mind the
tradition of excellence.

Jay Dominick
Vice President for Information Technology
and Chief Information Officer

OIT Mission and Goals

OIT Mission and Goals
The mission of OIT is to enable the effective use of information technology in support of the University. In pursuit of this mission,
OIT’s goals are to:
•

Deliver information technology products and services that meet the needs of the University community and achieve the
highest level of customer satisfaction;

•

Support the use and development of information technology to enable innovation in teaching, learning, research, and
scholarship;

•

Provide leadership in planning for the effective use of technology;

•

Provide a robust, reliable, and secure information technology infrastructure;

•

Attract, develop, and retain quality information technology professionals;

•

Enable communication and collaboration among information technology professionals and users of information
technology at Princeton.

OIT Core Values
We strive to provide excellent service to the University community. We value professionalism, communication, respect, and
integrity and we commit ourselves to:
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Excel

We aim for excellence in all we do. We endeavor to exceed the expectations of our customers and
colleagues. We recognize exceptional performance.

Learn

We are committed to the professional development and personal growth of our members. We
encourage collaboration and take advantage of learning opportunities.

Listen

We value the opinions of all stakeholders and give fair consideration to their perspectives. We listen
and learn from each other, because good ideas can come from anyone.

Inform

We disseminate accurate information in a timely manner. We promptly share decisions with those
affected by them.

Participate

We strive for inclusive processes and to reach decisions by consensus when appropriate. We are
responsible for staying involved and informed.

Show respect

We are honest, responsible, thoughtful, responsive, and well-mannered. We act with integrity.

Enjoy

We foster an environment where creativity, diverse ideas, humor, and fun are encouraged. We
enjoy what we do and celebrate our successes.

OIT by the Numbers - FY12

OIT by the Numbers - FY12
2,011,110,155,775,999,591,055
1,055,531,162,664,960

Floating point operations performed by the TIGRESS high-performance computing systems
Bytes of data backed up and available for restoration by the University’s backup system (a 50% increase over FY11)

55,113,020,342,272

Bytes of RAM in the TIGRESS high-performance computing systems

35,853,527,993,549

Hertz of processing power in the TIGRESS high-performance computing systems

10,445,360,463,872

Bytes of mail stored in the University’s Microsoft Exchange system

3,610,003,139,830

Bytes of data stored in WebSpace and owned by 8,016 users, departments and groups

183,227,148

Files stored on the networked Central File Server

132,120,576

Bytes of data per second traveled through the campus network to and from the Internet

1,771,852

Jobs run on the TIGRESS high-performance computing systems

1,538,980

Reports requested against data housed in the Information Warehouse

1,000,000

Email messages received daily (on average) of which 70-80% are filtered as SPAM

309,122

Logins into 259 cluster computers for a total of 296,058 hours of use

270,000

Estimated savings in energy cost to run 564 virtual servers on 14 centralized servers

235,920

Video lectures viewed by participants in the “Sociology 101” online course offering

218,065

Phone calls directed into the new Unified Messaging system in its first six months of operation

178,572

Unique technology devices connected to the campus network (43% increase from FY11)

121,963

Visitors used Princeton’s Visitor Wireless service, up from 75,002 last year for a 63% increase

62,910

“Giving” transactions processed in STRIPES

50,513

Tickets entered into the OIT Help Desk system

40,000

Participants enrolled in Princeton’s first online course recorded by the OIT Broadcast Center

26,027

Calls for technical support answered by the Support and Operations Center (SOC)

22,700

Mailboxes in the University’s Microsoft Exchange mail system

12,045

Voice mailboxes created in the new Unified Messaging and voice mail system

7,581

Students, on average, logged into their courses in Blackboard each semester in FY12

7,414

Customers printed 6,365,156 pages to the OIT cluster printers across campus

5,500

Faculty and staff voice mailboxes moved to the new Unified Messaging (UM) voice mail service

3,028

Users logged into the Information Warehouse a total of 796,822 times

2,700

“Google Apps at Princeton” and Princeton Gmail accounts created for returning students

2,609

Sharepoint sites in total, of which 723 are department sites and 1,886 are individual sites

2,582

Students received their Princeton netID information through an automated email, for the first time

1,800

Computers newly installed or moved from several campus locations to the new HPCRC data center

1,376

“Google Apps at Princeton” and Princeton Gmail accounts created for incoming students

523

Webinar recordings viewed by faculty, staff and students from the online PULSe webinar library

417

Members of the campus community completed the new IT security awareness training

181

Physical servers virtualized this year

80

New websites developed in Princeton’s Roxen and Drupal content management systems: 30 were custom sites
developed by Web Development Services

38

Departments requested IT Security Checkup services

35

New webinar recordings added to the PULSe Tutorial Library bringing the total offering to 49

30

Training sessions on Geographical Information Systems (GIS) offered by OIT and the Library

17

Academic and administrative departments used OnBase for business document management

15

Staff and students formed the University’s first team to promote Data Privacy on campus

14

Centralized servers run 564 virtualized servers

9

Departments new to OnBase worked on their first document management solution with OIT

6

Department websites developed by Web Development Services in the new Drupal content management system

2

New TIGRESS high-performance computing systems acquired

1

Central data center opened and offers the University community a state-of-the-art high performance facility
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FY12 Timeline

FY12 Timeline
July 2011

August 2011

The Princeton Student Computer Initiative
(SCI) program offers students iPads as a
bundle option with SCI Apple computer purchases,

The new ’AI Hours’ system helps departments
optimize Assistants-in-Instruction (AI)
assignments and places AI support where it is

for first time.

needed most.

The Operations Research and Financial
Engineering (ORFE) website launches. The new

Staff in the Office of the Dean of the Faculty (DoF) and
academic departments now use AI Hours to manage
AI resources. AI Hours provides an integrated view of
enrollment data alongside proposed AI assignments,
helping ensure that decisions about AI assignment
relate to current, enrollment-based course information.
AI Hours also simplifies the entry of AI hours and
courses to a single input source, increasing efficiency
and accuracy and eliminating the need for reconciliation
reporting. New reporting functionality allows for the
creation of AI hour and course enrollment reports to
support AI resourcing.

website boasts an improved information architecture,
new photography, and icons that help navigate to the
various research areas. This website marks the launch
of the first Drupal Web CMS website developed by
OIT’s Web Development Services (WDS). The website
url is orfe.princeton.edu.

Blackboard 9.1 offers students and faculty new
features and enhancements that support bulk file
handling, file sharing with with peers inside and
outside of the University, expanded media support,
and enhancements to the Grade Center that simplify
grading efforts.
Graduate students use a new online
Graduation system to apply for graduation
The ORFE website is the first website developed by OIT’s Web
Development Services group.

‘Places’ makes first appearance in the
iPrinceton mobile app. The ‘Places’ app offers

on-the-go mobile access to real-time information
about Dining Services, Computer Clusters, Residential
Colleges, and Vending. With ‘Places,’ faculty, students
and staff have instant, mobile access to what’s open;
what’s for lunch; where computing clusters are and
what computers can be found where; and information
about residential college facilities, such as libraries and
rehearsal spaces, on campus.
Department of Politics website launches with

a fresh new look and custom design that streamlines
user navigation and includes standard dynamic modules.
The website url is www.princeton.edu/politics.
Migrations from Sun IMAP email to Microsoft
Exchange email continue through the summer

moving OIT closer to its goal of hosting one local
Princeton mail service. The migrations to Microsoft
Exchange will also support the upcoming replacement
of the campus voice mail system to Microsoft Unified
Messaging (UM).
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and initiate their graduation process. The new system
streamlines business processes between the academic
departments and the Graduate School, reducing
manual data entry, and increasing the accuracy of
data. Departments know earlier in the process when
students apply for graduation, allowing more time
for them to assemble internal graduation materials.
Accurate data from the onset of the process and more
time to address potential issues allows departments and
the Graduate School to process graduation requests in
a more timely and efficient manner.
The Web CMS Needs Assessment concludes, and
results in the recommendation to move forward with
a pilot of the Drupal Content Management
System . The open source, non-proprietary system
has an academic focus and offers a well-established
community of support. The pilot evaluates whether
Drupal meets the growing demand on campus for
functionally-rich sites that are readily integrated with
Princeton’s existing systems, as well as provides editors
flexibility in managing content and delivering it to
multiple outputs.

FY12 Timeline

September 2011
‘Course Reading List’ provides online booklist
and ordering to help students manage textbook
and reading-material costs. The new tool is

available through Blackboard, Princeton’s existing course
management system for students and faculty, as well
as through the Registrar’s Course Offering website.
The development of the Course Reading List was a
collaboration between OIT and Princeton’s bookstore
partner, Labyrinth Books, and sponsored by the Office
of the Dean of the College, University Services, and the
Office of the Registrar.
A full-featured, website-creation tool designed for the
academic community, OpenScholar offers faculty

October 2011
Microsoft Unified Messaging is chosen as
Princeton’s new voice mail service. OIT begins a

multi-month project to move campus voice mail service
from an outdated Octel system to Microsoft Unified
Messaging. The project involves moving more than 7,000
campus voice mailboxes to the new system.
Blog hosting service at Princeton changes to
Word Press, a current leader in blog platforms. Word

Press is a user-friendly, open-source blog platform that
offers a wide community of support and an extensive
library of training materials. Custom-developed templates
and plug-ins provide University departments and programs
with additional tools for simplifying blog creation.

an easy-to-use tool for creating personal,
academic websites at Princeton . A selection of

predefined design templates, and a site layout that is
controlled by dragging and dropping icons and enabling
or disabling site features, makes creating a standardized
website simple work for non-technical users. Content is
simply added through uploading or filling forms.
OpenScholar helps unify the faculty web presence at
Princeton and offers a means for faculty to publish lists of
their publications and research online. Prospective and
current students learn about Princeton faculty from their
sites. The tool is online at http://scholar.princeton.edu.

OIT offers Word Press blog hosting service to campus community
bloggers.

Alan Turing Centennial Celebration website
launches. OIT Web Development Services completes a

custom website developed to support a 3-day conference
in honor of Alan Turing, as well as highlight Turing’s work at
the University. The site includes a conference schedule of
events, lecture videos, speaker bios, and more about Alan
Turing.
Oracle Identity Manager (OIM) serves as
the University’s enterprise-wide account
management system . OIM significantly improves

OpenScholar offers Princeton faculty an easy-to-use website
creation tool for academic websites.

New IT Security Roadmap leads the way to
enhanced security at Princeton . Drafted by the IT

Security cross-functional team, the “IT Security Roadmap”
describes OIT’s current IT security posture and provides a
list of planned and proposed IT security initiatives for the
next several years.
The Department of Physics website launches.
The newly designed and architected site helps existing
and potential students, faculty, and researchers locate
information about the department, its faculty, programs,
research and publications, courses of study, events and
famous history. The website url is www.princeton.edu/
physics.

account provisioning and de-provisioning processes,
offers process automation, and helps maintain accurate
contact data in the University White Pages. Electronic
notifications through OIM also replace a paper-based,
postal mail method of delivering netID details to new
Princeton students, faculty and staff, with instant, electronic
notification to email accounts.
The Lunch ‘n Learn presentation, “Mapping and
Emergency Response: Managing a Flood of Data”

explores international structures for managing spatial
data, and the challenges with assessing the ‘flood’ of data
asssociated with an event for quality, relevance, and spatial
accuracy and precision. Wangyal Shawa, Geographic
Information Systems and Map Librarian, and Bill Guthe,
Research Computing Geographic Information Systems
Analyst, jointly present and lend their expertise in GIS to
the discussion.
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November 2011
Graduate students submit dissertations
electronically for the first time. A newly developed

process transforms a previously paper-based system for
collecting, preserving, and circulating graduate student
dissertations into a digital process. With the new process,
electronic copies (PDFs) of the dissertations are preserved
in a local, digital repository. The ability to provide access to
these electronic copies improves circulation and expedites
the inter-library loan of dissertations. In addition to
improvements in the overall dissertation submission process,
savings are gained through reduced binding costs and physical
storage needs.

December 2011
Princeton’s new High-Performance Computing
Research Center (HPCRC) receives its Certificate
of Occupancy (CO) from the township of West Windsor.
The new 40,000 square foot, state-of-the-art facility
has an initial capacity that is nearly three times greater
than that of Princeton’s current data center located at 87
Prospect Avenue. The HPCRC will house high-performance
research computers, computers running central University
administrative systems, and academic and administrative
departmental computers. As such, the center will support
the future growth of both research and administrative
computing at Princeton.

The Center for International Security Studies
(CISS) website launches. The newly designed and

architected site was developed with the help of OIT’s
Web Development Services group. The website url is
www.princeton.edu/ciss.

The new High-performance Computer Resource Center (HPCRC)
receives its Certificate of Occupancy.

Faculty and staff use the new ‘Apple App
Volume Purchase Program’ to purchase ‘apps’
for University work . OIT offers a new Apple App

The new Center for International Security Studies (CISS) website
launches.

An upgrade to Resource25 provides new administrative

and user functionality that integrates with 25Live and
creates efficiencies between the two systems. With the
upgrade, 25Live and R25 now share a common database
and web service reporting tool. New object-level security
provides an additional layer of security for class scheduling,
while simplifying the management of the Public Events
calendar.
Trudy Buxton Jacoby, Director of the Visual Resources Col
lection in the Department of Art and Archaeology at Prince
ton University, talks about image use in teaching and research
at Princeton. In her Lunch ‘n Learn presentation,
“Image Resources and Use,” Jacoby describes the
image collections available for use at Princeton, which include
collections from the Department of Art and Archaeology,
as well as licensed collections from ARTs tor and Bridgeman
Education.

Volume Purchase Program that streamlines the process for
purchasing iPhone and iPad apps from the Apple Store that
departments use for University business.
The Industrial Relations Section website launches.

The site includes a custom module that pulls publication
data from DSpace, the Universiity’s digital repository for
archiving and publicly disseminating research, academic, and
administrative works at Princeton. The module also makes
possible the search and display of DSpace collections from
Princeton Drupal websites. The module is made available to
the Drupal community at large. The website url is http://irs.
princeton.edu. The module is shared online at http://drupal.
org/project/dspace.
Princeton’s new ‘One-Stop Housing’ system helps
expedite the availability of rooms. The new system

brings together the functionality and housing-related data of
the four systems it replaces (Graduate Incoming and Spring
and Undergraduate Returning (GISUR), Faculty/Staff Housing,
Room Draw, and Change of Status systems). New workflow
processes also help the Office of Housing manage room
turnover, greatly expediting the turnover process and making
University housing options available more quickly.
Darwin Scott, Music Librarian for Princeton’s Arthur Mendel
Music Library, reveals the ins and outs of proprietary audio
and visual resources provided by the University Library in
the Lunch ‘n Learn presentation, “Databases to Play
and Watch: Exploring the Princeton University Library’s Streaming Audio and Visual E-Resources.”
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January 2012

February 2012

OIT begins moving servers to the High
Performance Computing Resource Center
(HPCRC). The relocation of computers to the data center

Undergraduate Student Government (USG)
evaluates new student email and collaboration
services. At the conclusion of the pilot, USG recommends

will continue for several weeks as 1,800 computers are
newly installed or moved from several campus locations,
including the data center at 87 Prospect, the Lewis Library
High-Performance Computing Center, and several academic
and administrative departmental computer rooms across
campus.

the adoption of Google Apps for Education as the default
offering for undergraduate student e-mail and collaboration
tools, and to also make available Office 365 for students
who prefer a Microsoft-based solution.

Servers begin to take residence at the new High-performance
Computer Resource Center (HPCRC) at Forrestal Campus.

Admitted Graduate applicants receive Princeton
accounts and paperless notification to support

new electronic business processes for Housing and Health
Services. The ability to provision accounts for admitted
graduate students will also support the upcoming Online
Graduate Decisions initiative, which will allow graduate
students to submit their admission decision to the Graduate
School electronicaly.
Meetings with administrative and academic department
managers to introduce the Enhanced Data Protection
Initiative and to schedule departmental security assessments
continue. Started in October 2011, program efforts result in
38 department requests for IT security checkup
services in FY12 . Assessments were completed for

four departments. Checkup services are in various stages
of progress for the remaining departments (interviewing,
scanning for Personally Identifiable Information (PII), and
participating in security awareness training).
New hardware support services provide convenient,
on-campus iPad and iPhone repair for the
University community. Faculty, students and staff
can now look to OIT’s Hardware Support for help when
their iPhone or iPad needs repair. Conveniently located on
campus, and facilitated through the OIT Solution Center
in Frist, OIT’s Hardware Support performs minor iPhone
and iPad repairs and can facilitate major repairs with Apple
service, when needed.

The relocation of 1,800 computers to the HPCRC
data center concludes.

Of the computers moved:
-- 850 are high-performance research cluster computers
supporting faculty research
-- 650 are departmental servers and cluster computers
-- More than 20% (410 machines) of the total machines are
new to Princeton’s centralized data centers, coming from
departments that chose to take advantage of the benefits
of housing their computers at the new data center
-- 300 are OIT computers, of which 11 are centralized
servers that run 448 virtualized servers
More than 200 Drupal users participate in the
first-ever “Central NJ DrupalCamp 2012” on
Princeton’s campus. OIT’s Web Development Services

group hosts the event, along with the Central New Jersey
Drupal Meetup group to build a community of support
for Drupal developers on campus and in the Princeton
area. The day-long program includes featured speakers
and offers a full day of everything Drupal for the beginning
to advanced user: sessions, panels, and birds-of-a-feather
meetings.
The Lunch ‘n Learn presentation, “Kindle on Fire: Big
Changes in the Book World” explores the new world
of books and publishing and speculates on future develop
ments in the rapidly changing world of ereaders. The pros
and cons of the new Kindle Fire—a device that serves text,
music, videos, games, and the Web—are examined and
compared to the well-established iPad and Nook devices.
William Howarth, Professor Emeritus of English at Prince
ton, and Janet Temos, Director of the Educational Tech
nologies Center at Princeton, co-faciliate the discussion.
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March 2012

April 2012

The new ‘Media Central’ service provides a
solution for storing, managing, and delivering
video and audio works. Media files can be stored in one

OIT works closely with the McGraw Center for
Teaching and Learning to offer Princeton’s first
online course through Coursera. ‘Sociology 101,’ taught

location, where users manage their media library and can
use organization and tagging features to optimize searches
for media files. Flexible upload options support video and
audio from a number of devices. Video format conversion
tools allow users to publish video file formats for websites,
iPads, YouTube, Facebook, and Blackboard. Access controls
make possible the support of important privacy and copyright
requirements. Media Central is powered by Kaltura, an open
source media management platform.

by Professor Mitchell Duneier drew interest from nearly
40,000 participants. Participants collaborated with one another
through posts and discussion threads and collectively viewed
more than 235,000 video lectures. Princeton’s ‘Sociology 101’
course was the first social science course offered through
Coursera. 65 percent of the students enrolled in the course
resided outside of the United States, with high representation
from the countries of Brazil and India.

The new ‘it matters’ newsletter provides
information technology news to the campus
community. This spring edition is the first electronic

distribution of the OIT newsletter. It provides a short
digest of articles about new and changing OIT services
and resources. The new paperless format supports the
University’s sustainability and cost savings intiatives and takes
advantage of the University’s standard e-newsletter creation
tool.

Princeton’s first online course is offered through Coursera and
draws interest from more than 40,000 participants.

Work on additional courses being offered in the fall and spring
of FY13 are in progress. Princeton online courses are offered
through Coursera at www.coursera.org/princeton.

The new Center for International Security Studies (CISS) website
launches.

OIT begins moving faculty and staff voice
mailboxes to Unified Messaging. Unified messaging

brings together voice mail, e-mail, and calendaring functions,
and makes messages and appointments from these services
accessible by phone and from an e-mail inbox. With the
text-to-speech capabilities of UM, faculty and staff can listen
to and reply to e-mail messages and calendar appointments
by phone. Voice mail messages and preview text versions
of messages are also accesible from e-mail inboxes. Unified
Messaging (8-MSGS) becomes the new voice mail service for
campus
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OIT partners with offices across campus to plan Princeton’s
first Data Privacy campaign to educate students
about the importance of data privacy. Team members
include representatives from the Office of the Registrar,
Campus Life, Career Services, Undergraduate Student
Government, the Graduate School, the Residential Colleges,
the Office of Communications, and OIT. The student-focused
campaign aims to help educate students about the risks that
relate to their online identities and the personal information
they share through social media and Internet resources. The
campaign will include poster messaging, virtual events and live
information events and is being planned for the fall of 2012.
More than 400 administrative and academic staff
participate in ‘IT security awareness’ training offered

through the Enhanced Data Protection Initiative. The training,
given by OIT’s IT Security Officer, is designed to provide a
better understanding of information risks, tips for developing
departmental procedures that effectively protect information
in an appropriate manner, and an overview of services that are
available through the OIT security team.

FY12 Timeline

May 2012
The new ‘Your Path to Princeton’ website launches
and welcomes incoming freshmen and their families to
the University. Here, new students find information about
attending Princeton and an opportunity to interact with
University faculty, staff, and students.

Incoming students use the new ‘Path to Princeton’ site to begin
building connections with Princeton, each other, and current
students and staff before setting foot on campus.

‘Your Path to Princeton’ provides students with an
introduction to the undergraduate experience and a
platform for making connections with each other and current
Princeton students through site blogs, email, and online
discussion groups. The website is sponsored by the Office
of the Dean of the College, in collaboration with residential
college staff and the Undergraduate Student Government.
The site was developed by OIT’s Web Development
Services group.
The undergraduate class of 2016 receives the
very first “Google Apps at Princeton” accounts,
for access to cloud-based email and collaboration
services. With Google Apps at Princeton, students get

Princeton Gmail service and access to several Google apps:
Google Calendar, and Google Drive, to start. In the fall of
2012, e-mail accounts for all undergraduate students will be
moved to the new service. Princeton is also supporting a
Microsoft solution for e-mail and calendaring as an alternate
offering. These new services offer significant enhancements
to students, including sizeable e-mail and storage quotas and
strong support of mobile devices. They also allow OIT to
refocus resources to support new technology initiatives for
students and faculty.
Incoming students receive email notification
of their Princeton accounts for the first time.

Princeton’s Oracle Identity Management (OIM) systematically
handles account provisioning for more than 2000 incoming
students upon matriculation and automatically generates
netID and password notifications that are sent electronically
to student email addresses. The new paperless process
expedites the delivery of Princeton account information and
replaces a manual and postal-delivered process.

June 2012
Jay Dominick named the University’s Vice
President for Information Technology and Chief
Information Officer.

Dominick will join
Princeton on August 13,
2012, and comes from
the University of North
Carolina-Charlotte, where
he served as a top-ranking
information technology
administrator. He will
succeed Betty Leydon, who
is retiring after serving as
VP and CIO at Princeton
since 2001.
The new Web Feed Registry provides software
developers at Princeton access to feeds of public
University data . These data feeds are provided in a

programmer-friendly format, such as XML and JSON, that
developers can easily incorporate into applications that
provide up-to-date and timely information to University
constituencies.
The project to move all voice mailboxes to Unified
Messaging completes. More than 7,000 mailboxes are

moved to the new system and 5,400 new voice mailboxes
are created.
OIT completes the project to update to new University
central mobile plans. New central mobile plans with
AT&T and Verizon save departments 20% in
mobile service charges, on average. The new centralized

billing for these plans also simplilies departmental mobile
service management.
Account transition periods are adjusted to reflect
new account de-provisioning policies put in place
to enhance data security. The new Oracle Identity

Management system is used to implement these new policy
changes that take effect on July 1, 2012.
The multi-year project to upgrade the
University’s wireless network continues. The

upgrade involves replacing the devices (access points) that
provide wireless coverage on campus to newer network
technology (802.11a/b/g/n) with a higher bandwidth. Each
existing access point is also being replaced with multiple
access points, increasing access speeds and the network
capacity by almost an order of magnitude. To date, 40% of
administrative and academic buildings and undergraduate
and graduate dorm buildings are fitted with the upgraded
wireless service.
Three newly installed cell towers extend cell
phone coverage on campus and in the Princeton
area. Roof-top cell towers for AT&T, Cricket, Sprint, T-Mobile,
and Verizon have been installed on campus, and for some
providers, multiple cell towers were installed.
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Who We Are
OIT consists of six major functional areas:
Academic Services (AS) is led by Serge Goldstein and supports faculty and student use of instructional technology. AS has
eight groups: Computational Science and Engineering Support; Broadcast Center; Media Services; Digital Repository Architect;
Web Development Services; Programming and Database Services; Project Office; Educational Technologies Center (which
includes the Humanities Resource Center, New Media Center, Learning Management Services, and Educational Technology
Training and Outreach)
Administrative Information Services (AIS) is led by Colin Currie and provides implementation and support services
for the University’s administrative systems. AIS has five groups: Custom Development, Data Warehousing and Integration;
Packaged Solutions and Integration; AIS Collaborative Solutions; Package Adaptation and Customization; ERP Systems.
Enterprise Infrastructure Services (EIS) is led by Donna Tatro. The department is responsible for e-mail and other
collaboration services, directory, backup/restore, and database administration services, as well as the management of the
University’s data center locations. The department installs and manages the University’s server and storage infrastructure, as
well as provides IT security services for central and departmental systems. EIS has four groups: Systems and Data Management
Services; Collaboration Services Group; Enterprise Servers and Storage; Security and Data Protection.
Operations and Planning (OP) is led by Nadine Stern. The department is responsible for the overall OIT operational
and major planning efforts serving the University and facilitating IT-related major initiatives that strengthen campus-wide IT
services. OP is also responsible for administrative strategic initiatives; human resources including staff relations, recognition and
development; IT training and documentation; facilities and space management. OP has five groups: Budget and Finance; Strategic
IT Communications; Technology Consulting Services; IT Security Officer; Organizational Effectiveness & Strategic Initiatives (which
includes Training and Documentation Services, Organizational Support, and Administration).
Princeton Project Office (PPO) is led by Janet Pumo and is responsible for supporting Princeton’s IT governance process
and facilitating the annual campus-wide IT project selection process. It also serves as a resource for project managers by
providing them with a standard project management methodology, training, and assistance to help ensure project success.
Support Services (SS) is led by Steven Sather and provides front-line IT support for all members of the University
community. SS has five groups: Desktop Support (including Network Operations, Hardware and Software Support, and Business
Administration); Network Architecture; Distributed Computing Support; Communications and Integration Advisory Group;
Customer Services (including the Support and Operations Center).

OIT Retirements
Leo, R. Hebert Jr., 13 years of service
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Office of Information Technology
Leah Targon
Executive Assistant to the CIO

Colin Currie
Executive Director,
Administrative
Information Services

Ted Bross
Custom Development,
Data Warehousing &
Integration
Devaki Ginde
Packaged Solutions &
Integration

Ashutosh Hadap
AIS Collaborative
Solutions

Donna Lawrence
Package Adaptation &
Customization

Irina Rivkin
ERP Systems

Serge Goldstein
Associate CIO &
Director, Academic
Services

Mary Albert
Project Office
Curt Hillegas
Computational Science
& Engineering Support

Jay Dominick

Vice President for Information
Technology & CIO

Janet Pumo
Director, Princeton
Project Office

Steven Sather
Associate CIO &
Director, Support
Services

Donna Tatro
Director, Enterprise
Infrastructure Services

Nadine Stern
Associate CIO for
Operations & Planning

Nancy Silldorff
Change Management

Dave Morreale
Desktop Support

Chuck Augustine
Systems & Data
Management Services

Linda Dereka
Strategic IT
Communications

Barrie Sutton
IT Governance

Evelyne Roach
Distributed Computing
Support

Joe Karam
Collaboration Services
Group

Shane Farrell
Budget & Finance

Carol Williams
Project Office

Rita Saltz
Communications &
Integration Advisory
Group

Charles Kruger
Enterprise Servers &
Storage

Leila Shahbender
Customer Services

Steve Niedzwiecki
Security & Data
Protection

David Hopkins
Broadcast Center

Mike Mills
Media Services
Jill Moraca
Web Development
Services
Kevin Perry
Programming &
Database Services

Chris Tengi
Networking Systems

John Milnes
Organizational
Effectiveness &
Strategic Initiatives

Sal Rosario
Technology Consulting
Services

Anthony Scaturro
IT Security Officer

Mark Ratliff
Digital Repository
Architect
Janet Temos
Educational
Technologies Center

As of 8/13/2012

Refer to Appendix A: OIT Organization Charts, beginning on page 47, for departmental organization charts and details.
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What We Do
The following is a list of services OIT provides to the University community
Computing at Princeton
Information Security Policy
IT Policy for IT Resource Use
Policy Interpretation and Reporting Violations
Getting Help
Departmental Computing Support for Administrative
Departments (DCS)
OIT Ambassadors
OIT Knowledgebase
OIT Solutions Center
OIT Support and Operations Center
Outage Notification
Princeton Application Developer and Web Administrator
Network (PADAWAN)
Residential Computing Consultants
Support for Computing in Academic Departments (SCAD)
Getting Training
Administrative Systems
Blackboard Course Management System
Business Technology Certification Program (BTCP)
Classroom Facilities
Desktop Computing Applications
Digital Media
In-office Technology Tutorials
Lunch ‘n Learn Seminar Series and Podcasts
New Media Center
Online Lynda.com Tutorials
Princeton University Learning Series (PULSe)
Productive Scholar Learning Series
Programming
Roxen Content Management System Training and How-To’s
Specialized Training for Course Needs
In-office Technology Tutorials
Text-encoding
Getting Started
Establishing Your NetID / Security Profile
Online Campus Directory
Purchasing Hardware/Software
• Desktop Systems Council (DeSC)
• Faculty Computer Program (FCP)
• Managed Macintosh Environment (MME)
• Student Computing Initiative (SCI)
• Home Computers
• Software Sales
• Media Sales
• Modems and Memory Sales
• Printer Toner Sales
Updating Your Personal Information - MYINFO
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Setting-up Your Computer
On Campus
• In Your Office
• In Your Dorm - Dormnet
• Portable Computing - Mobile IP
• Public Clusters
• Wireless Computing
Off Campus
• Virtual Private Network
• Wireless Broadband Access Cards
Database Resources
File Backup
File Sharing
Global Internet Access
Host Master Database Registration
Linux Resources
Macintosh Resources
Server Hosting / Virtualization
Site Licensed Software and Download Sources
Unix Resources
Website Hosting
Windows Resources
Maintaining Your Computer
Hardware Repair
File Recovery
Increasing Your Disk Quotas
Software Installation and Upgrades
Information Security and Privacy
Data Encryption
Hard Drive / CD / DVD / Floppy Drive Data Destruction
IT Security Advisory / Coordination / Checkup Services
IT Security Awareness Training
Notification and Remediation of Security Compromise
PUaccess Enhanced Login Security
Setting / Resetting Security and Password Credentials
Spam Filtering
Virus / Protection / Disinfection
Consulting
Departmental Technology Needs Assessments
Design Services for Teaching with Technology
Gartner IT Research Services
IT Security Check-ups
Process Improvement Facilitation
Project Management and Planning
Technology Consulting Services
Web Application Development for Departments
Website Development Services
Vendor Relations / Contract Negotiation

What We Do
Communication and Collaboration Tools
Using Administrative Systems
Audio / Visual Equipment Rental
Academic / Events / Meetings / Scheduling (R25)
Audio / Visual Technician Services
Alumni Relations and Advancement
Blackberry Loaner Program
Alumni Schools Committee Interview Site
Blogging Service
Assets and Equities
Broadcast Center
Academic Advisement - Degree Audit
Broadband Wireless Data Card Loaner Program
Bridge Year Program
Cable TV – TigerTV
Campus Community
Cell Towers for Major Carriers
Campus / Princeton Receivables
Classroom Audio / Visual Equipment
Campus Card Transaction System
Collaborative Workspaces
Conflict of Interest – Faculty and Research/Technical
• SharePoint
Library Staff
• WebSpace
Course Approval / Update Process
• Google Apps at Princeton
Course Enrollment - SCORE
Creating Databases on the Web
Curriculum Management
Creating Web Applications (LAMP/.Net)
Data Mall / Information Warehouse
Desktop Conferencing “iLinc”
Departmental Billing / Charges
Digital Display Messaging
Financials (PO / AP / GL / Budget)
Digital Suitcase
Graduate Admission / Re-admission
Documentation
Graduate Financial Support
• Application User Manuals and Quick Reference Cards
Grants Management
• Incoming Student Publications
Housing
• “it matters” e-newsletter
Human Resources, Benefits, HR Help Desk
• “Quick Start” Guides for Faculty and Staff
Labor Accounting
E-mail Services
Matriculation Package
• Course E-mail Lists
NCAA Eligibility
• Electronic Mailing Lists
OnBase Document Imaging and Management, eForms,
• E-mail
and Workflow Automation
• WebMail
Parking
Event Scheduling with Resource25
Payroll
Event Simulcast
Person Office
Google Search Appliance
Research Compliance
Media Management with Media Central
SEVIS / Visa Processing
OIT Facebook
Student Employment
On-demand Printing of Faculty and Staff Directory
Student Records
Podcasting – Princeton YouTube / iTunes
Ticketing
Public Events Calendar
Tigercard Administration and Management System
Telephone and Voice Mail Services
Time Collection
• Centralized Mobile Plans and Billing
Undergraduate Admission
• Mobile Phones When Traveling
Undergraduate Financial Aid
• Office Phones
University Financials
• Telephone Conferencing
University Public Calendar
• Voice Mail
TV Interviews
Video Conferencing
Web Appointment Scheduling - WAS
Web Broadcast
Website Design and Development - WDS
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Using Instructional Technology
Educational Technologies and Research Computing
Film, Video, and Digital Media
Electronic Text Creation, Encoding, and Collection
• Audio / Video Recording of Classroom Sessions
Geographic Information Systems Support and Development
• CD and DVD Duplication, Printing, Production, Editing
Grant Writing Assistance for IT Projects
and Authoring
High Performance Computing
• Color Printing
High Speed Networking - Internet2
• Creation of 35mm Slides from Digital Images
Humanities Computing Project Support
• Digital Camera Loaner Program
Humanities Custom Application Development
• Digital Media Storage, Digitizing, Cataloguing, and
Princeton Software Repository
Online Display
Repositories for Publishing and Preserving Research Outputs
• Digital Video Production, Editing, and Authoring
Research and Quantitative Project Support
• Film and Video Projection Services
Scientific and Engineering Programming Support
• High Quality Scanning and Printing - Letter to Tabloid
Visualization Lab
Size
• Video Course Introductions
• Video on Demand for Courses
• Videotaping for Academic Events
• Videotaping Select Courses
Language Learning
• Foreign Language Audio, Video, and Cable TV
• Language Learning Software
• Language Learning Materials Demonstration
• Language Resource Center Video Collection and
Reserves
• Video Viewing Facilities
Teaching and Classroom Support
• Blackboard Course Management System
Video on Demand for Courses
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What We Accomplished - FY12 Goals Met
FY12 goal: Continue the expansion of Princeton’s high-performance computing infrastructure to meet the
needs of the research community
OIT continued to collaborate with research computing groups and research faculty on improvements to research computing
facilities and outreach, and the opening of the new HPCRC facility.
•

The High Performance Computing Research Center (HPCRC) received its Certificate of Occupancy (CO) in December
2011, opening the center and establishing the state-of-the-art facility as the University’s centralized computing data
center. Designed to align with the University’s sustainability initiatives to conserve energy and water, the data center
achieved Leadership in Energy Environmental Design (LEED) Gold certification from the United States Green Building
Council (USGBC).

•

Migrated Princeton’s IT infrastructure to the new HPCRC data center from January 2012 through June 2012. More
than 1,800 computers were newly installed or moved from several locations on campus, including the data center
at 87 Prospect, the Lewis Library High-Performance Computing Center, and several academic and administrative
departmental computer rooms.

•

Moved much of the centrally maintained high-performance computing equipment, including Della, Sesame, Adroit, and
other smaller high-performance computing systems, to the HPCRC in January and February 2012. A number of research
computing systems from academic departments were also moved from main campus to the HPCRC.

•

Replaced the older half of the Della computational cluster with new hardware that provides a significant performance
boost, while using a fraction of the electrical power and cooling of the cluster it replaces. This replacement is part of
a system life-cycle management program designed to balance ongoing capital replacement costs while best using the
University’s utility and human resources. Key users and departments funded the purchase of the replacement hardware.

•

Installed a new symmetric multiprocessing system to replace the old system, Hecate, with funding obtained through
the National Science Foundation (NSF) Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) program grant, with Professor Roberto
Car as the Principal Investigator. Installed in the HPCRC, the new system is one of the largest single-image computers
in the world, which runs a single operating system across all 1536 processor cores, and can address all 12.1 TB of RAM
to any process running on the system. Hecate increases the computational power and memory available for research
computing by more than a factor of ten over the old system and uses less electrical power.

•

Installed the Orbital cluster, which adds computation capacity and replaces the aging cluster, Woodhen. Major funding
contributors to the cluster include Astrophysical Sciences and Physics. The cluster, which was installed in the new
HPCRC, is Princeton’s most computationally powerful resource providing 38 TFLOPS of performance.

•

Completed the deployment of the Moab Cluster and Grid Software and Services Suites across all of the TIGRESS high
performance computing systems, which provides enhanced scheduling capabilities to optimize the utilization and user
friendliness of the HPC systems.

FY12 goal: Develop a roadmap for future growth and enhancements to the University data and voice
communications infrastructure
The Princeton University network has become an indispensable tool for the basic operation of the University. As such, the
enhancement of Princeton’s network and telecommunications services continues to be a priority in OIT. In FY12, OIT:
•

Continued work on a multi-year project to upgrade the University’s wireless network by replacing the devices that
provide wireless coverage (access points) with newer technology (802.11n) that provides higher bandwidth. In FY12,
nearly 40% of campus administrative, academic, and undergraduate and graduate dorm buildings are fitted with the
upgraded wireless service.

•

Deployed Network Address Translation (NAT) devices to support the recent proliferation and anticipated increase in
the number of devices connecting to Princeton’s wireless network. The upgrade increases the number of devices the
wireless network can concurrently serve from 16,000 devices to over 100,000 devices.
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•

Began work to prepare the Princeton wireless network for participation in the “eduroam” federated wireless access
service. When deployed, eduroam will provide visting student, faculty and staff from participating institutions secure and
convenient access to Princeton’s wireless network. With eduroam, visitors from other participating institutions no longer
need to be provisioned on the Princeton network.

•

Enhanced the Distributed Antennae System (DAS) to improve cellular reception and to provide cellular reception in
buildings where there was none. Additional towers were also installed on campus to improve cellular service.

FY12 goal: Continue to improve the products, procedures, and policies related to information security and
privacy at Princeton
To provide a secure computing environment and to continue to enhance information security and privacy at Princeton, OIT has
accomplished the following:
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•

Completed the implementation of the account provisioning and deprovisioning component of the Oracle Identity
Management (OIM) system, which better secures Princeton’s data through timely account creation and closure.

•

Restructured the IT Security cross-functional team to facilitate the exchange of security-related information, ideas and
plans among OIT departments, and to provide the OIT Cabinet with a cohesive set of recommendations that effectively
serve OIT and our customers. During FY12, the team defined IT security-related roles and responsibilities and drafted
an OIT “IT Security Roadmap,” which provides an inventory of current IT security tools and initiatives and proposes IT
security objectives for the next several years.

•

Developed the University’s Data Breach Response plan.

•

Expanded OIT’s existing “IT Security Check-up” service to help departments better secure Princeton’s data against
possible data breaches and identity theft. Through this ‘check-up,’ OIT staff has and will continue to work closely with
University departments to identify and secure institutional and personal data stored on servers, laptops, and desktop
computers.

•

Developed the first phase of a training and education program that offers opportunities for all members of the
University community to learn about securing electronic data. This first phase included a classroom-based “IT Security
Overview” training session, a pamphlet containing tips for effectively securing systems, and one-on-one discussions of
procedures with departmental personnel. Future plans to expand training include the addition of computer-based and
video training that will delve deeper into specific security tips.

•

Initiated a project to strengthen user passwords that are used to access Princeton’s centrally-managed computer
systems.

•

Completed the first round of the Windows laptop encryption effort, and selected a product that will be used to encrypt
University-owned Macintosh computers and desktop computers.

•

Developed an “IT Security Procedural Document Library” to reduce the risk of system or data compromise due
to procedural errors, and provided support for the “Sensitive Data Masking” initiative, which will prevent sensitive
University data from being exposed through environments set up for application testing.

What We Accomplished - FY12 Goals Met
FY12 goal: Continue to deliver academic information technology systems and services that meet the
needs of the academic community
The following summarizes the new features and functions delivered through the University’s academic services to support
University teaching and learning:
•

Completed the Drupal CMS evaluation. The evaluation led to the decision to move forward with a Drupal enterprise
Content Management System and to offer a web development environment for early adopters. A number of strategic
websites were created in the Drupal CMS, including the ‘Path to Princeton’ website, which welcomes new students to
Princeton.

•

Implemented an enterprise WordPress website (http://blogs.princeton.edu/) and began the project to migrate existing
active blog sites from Moveable Type to the new system. That migration to WordPress is scheduled to complete in
December 2012.

•

Delivered the Course Reading List tool. The Course Reading List provides online booklist and ordering to help students
manage textbook and reading material costs. Students used the Course Reading List to view and order their course
materials for Princeton courses being offered in the fall and spring semesters.

•

Developed a web-based interface for Dining and Event Services to use to update the “iPrinceton” mobile app data
displayed in the “Places” module. The new interface helps ensure that the data provided by the iPrinceton app for these
services is dynamic and up-to-date.

•

Partnered with the Library to create a National Science Foundation (NSF) Data Management Plan and LibGuide, which
provides current information about NSF requirements and access to templates for building data management plans.

•

Submitted a grant proposal to the Council on the Humanities at Princeton requesting funding to support a digital
humanitiies intiative. Joint funds from the grant and from OIT are currently being used to reconfigure the Humanities
Resource Center lab and e-classroom space to better serve as a faculty consultation space.

•

Designed and developed 42 custom academic and administrative websites, including several in the new enterprise
Drupal CMS.

•

Implemented the OpenScholar personal website system. More than 110 faculty members created personal, professional
websites in the new website system.

FY12 goal: Continue to deliver administrative information technology systems and services that meet the
needs of the University
The following summarizes the new features and functions delivered through the University’s administrative information
technology systems:
•

Launched the initial release of the PeopleSoft Absence Management system, known as “CALM” at Princeton. CALM
allows University staff to record exception time in PeopleSoft, and maintain a record of vacation, sick, and other nonstandard time accruals for employees. Approximately 60% of departments that will use CALM were included in the
initial go live. Additional departments will begin to come online in the fall of FY12, until all administrative departments
are online at the end of the calendar year.

•

Partnered with Facilities and the Housing Office to identify a replacement housing system for the University. Following
an initial survey of the marketplace, the selection team worked closely with the vendors of two suitable systems to assess
system capabilities, suitability to Princeton’s needs, and overall costs. The selection team unanimously selected CBord
Odyssey as the University’s replacement housing system solution. Negotiations are underway with the vendor for
acquiring and implementing the system. The plan is to initiate the project in the fall of 2012 and go-live in the fall of 2014.

•

Continued work on the Undergraduate Admissions Document Imaging and Workflow Automation project. A team of
developers, including Princeton employees and experts from Hyland Corporation, worked closely with representatives
from Undergraduate Admissions to fully design and scope the functional requirements of Princeton’s admission process
and code it into Hyland’s OnBase system with extensions to PeopleSoft Campus Solutions. As of July 2012, the solution
is being heavily tested with plans to go live in time for the new admission season.

•

Continued work on the Labor Accounting Refactoring project. As of July 2012, representatives from the Office of
Finance and Treasury and The Graduate School are finalizing the goals of the project, which will determine the technical
specifications for development. The coding portion of this project was completed.
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•

Completed the physical redesign of the University’s Chart of Accounts. The Office of Finance and Treasury has also
undertaken an extensive study to understand the impact of the new chart design on the various systems across
campus. An RFP for the implementation of the new chart was issued and four finalist implementation partners
have been interviewed. Members of Finance and Treasury are currently working on completing the identification of
the scope of the project including the finalization of the list of impacted systems, determination of what PeopleSoft
modules will be added to the Financials suite, determination of what reporting tool(s) will be used to report on
financials information and transactions, how Grants processing will be conducted, and several other factors. The goal
of Finance and Treasury is to have the project sufficiently scoped and priced to the point where initial funding needs
can be identified and secured in order to initiate the project in the fall of 2012.

FY12 goal: Work with SUMAR on the continuation and expansion of IT-related cost savings initiatives
During FY12, OIT continued to work collaboratively with administrative and academic departments to achieve continued IT
cost savings. Specifically, OIT accomplished the following:
•

Met with academic department chairs and others to promote the advantages of centralizing their departmental
servers and storage to the new HPCRC. As a result of these discussions, more than 20 physical racks of servers will be
moved to the HPCRC in FY13. Several departments will transition from running their own basic computing services to
the enterprise services provided to all departments through OIT.

•

Negotiated new contracts with AT&T and Verizon for the University’s central mobile plans. The new plans offer
departments lower pricing and expanded mobile services. The new central billing that comes with these plans also
simplifies the management of mobile services for departments. The conversion of the entire University to these new
plans will create significant cost savings for the University.

•

Continued to enhance IT financial processes, tools, and reports to enable the University community to better manage
their department IT budgets and more easily identify areas where IT savings can be achieved.

•

Conducted analyses of departmental IT-related business processes, with Finance and Treasury, and developed
guidelines for funding business technology purchases.

•

Eliminated direct telephone billing and and long distance billing for most departments.

FY12 goal: Investigate new models for IT service delivery and develop financial models to determine
the economic viability of obtaining IT services in new ways
In FY12, OIT investigated new models for delivering IT services, including economic viablility. Specifically, OIT:
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•

Partnered with the Undergraduate Student Government to pilot and then deploy Princeton Google Apps for
Education as the email and collaboration tools for undergraduate students. OIT is also supporting a Microsoft option
for students who prefer the Microsoft environment.

•

Created an online resource to assist departments in assessing Software as a Service (Saas) solutions.

•

Implemented KACE to manage institutional machines and software.

•

Completed a thorough financial analysis of Princeton’s telecommunications billing models, which resulted in significant
changes that streamline department processes and significantly improve service. A related financial and technical
analysis confirmed our strategic upgrades and expansion of our VoIP telephony infrastructure.

What We Accomplished - FY12 Goals Met
FY12 goal: Enhance the institution’s ability to select and effectively manage IT projects that broadly
impact the University community
OIT continued to help ensure the success of University IT projects by providing project management support, training, and tools.
The following summarizes specific accomplishments in FY12:
•

Facilitated Princeton’s annual IT Project Planning (IPP) process, where the campus, with leadership from the Project
Management Team (PMT), the Enterprise Systems Planning Group (ESPG), the Office of Information Technology
(OIT) and the Provost, identified and selected the portfolio of IT projects to be undertaken in the next two years.
“Departmental planning sessions” were also offered to help managers prepare for submitting project proposals during
the annual planning process.

•

Expanded the Princeton Project Management Methodology (PPMM) to include campus readiness dimensions that help
project teams view their project from the perspective of end users and then plan for the impact of their project on their
end users. The result of incorporating campus readiness considerations into project planning has been better change
management, communication with, and training of campus users.

•

Updated the templates that support the PPMM to align them with information captured during the project proposal
process and added templates to provide comprehensive support for the testing, training and “go live” phases of projects.

•

Provided direct support for projects in FY12 that had cross-campus impact, involved multiple departments, were high
risk, used SAGIT funds, or where project managers requested additional assistance to ensure their success.

FY12 goal: Continue to make OIT a more welcoming and diverse workplace that attracts, develops, and
retains the highest quality IT professionals
During FY12, 10 new employees joined the OIT organization, one employee retired, and two employees departed from the
University.
Several management and administrative process improvements were completed in FY12. OIT updated policies, guidelines and
best practices; enhanced the web-based Annual Performance Review (APR); improved performance management practices;
created a planning tool for promotions and in-band adjustments; improved the recruitment process; created a new hire and
separation process in SharePoint; developed a SharePoint site to support the annual IT Financial Audit process; developed an
electronic method for completing and collecting annual Confidentiality Agreement forms; and implemented the University’s new
Centralized Accrued Leaves Management (CALM) process.
Opportunities for Professional Development

OIT training initiatives offered in FY12 included:
•

A “New Employee Orientation” program developed and launched for new and “not so new” OIT employees

•

Lynda.com on-demand, online course curriculum, which includes technical, desktop, and productivity applications and
soft skill offerings

•

“Popcorn and a Movie,” initiated by the OIT Leadership, which featured documentaries on leadership

Initiatives to Build Community
Community Events

A new Community Events SharePoint site was created to communicate opportunities for OIT employees to get together socially
and learn more about the University. The site also encourages suggestions for future OIT events from OIT staff. The Community
Events site can be found at http://sp.princeton.edu/oit/community.
OIT Community Building events held in FY12 included:
-- Art Museum Tour
-- Habitat for Humanity events
-- Frick Chemistry Lab tour
-- Wellness Screening @ 701 Carnegie
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Additional events for building community among 701 residents included:
-- Personal Safety Workshop, conducted by the Department of Public Safety
-- 701 Art Social
-- Sustainability Open House (2nd annual). More than 200 staff attended (including staff from Finance and Treasury)to
learn about sustainability options from 26 vendors.
Birds-of-a-Feather Get Together

OIT has several “Birds-of-a-Feather” groups that OIT employees can join: Book Club, Beading Club, Ski Club, Knitting Club,
Science Fiction Club, and Java Programmers Club.
The OIT Buddy Program

OIT strives to help new employees feel welcome within the organization. Current employees voluntarily pair with a new
employee, taking them to lunch, or simply answering questions about life on and off campus. In addition, new staff members
receive an OIT orientation session, a “welcome” packet that provides useful information about the organization, and they
meet with the CIO.
All OIT Meeting

OIT held its annual All-OIT meeting in October 2011. The annual meeting is an opportunity for all OIT staff to gather, share
information, and learn about the various university initiatives. The October meeting was titled, “Teaching with Technology:
How it Helps or Hinders the Process.” Guest speakers included Jeff Nunokawa, Professor of English, Brian Kernighan,
Professor of Computer Science, Caryl Emerson, Professor of Slavic Languages and Literature and Comparative Literature,
John LeMasney, Manager of the OIT Training and Outreach program (TAO). Betty Leydon closed the meeting.
Take Your Children to Work Day

OIT partnered with Finance and Treasury for the 2nd year on “Take Your Children to Work Day.” 75 children between the
ages of 5 and 15 participated in the special program. Marie Messler and Beth Schupsky coordinated the activities, with a
total of 26 employees volunteering on the day of the event.
OIT Softball Team

OIT’s softball team, CTRL+ALT+DEL, played 18 games, with 17 wins and 1 loss, becoming the C-League Champions for the
second year in a row.
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FY13 goal: Continue the expansion of Princeton’s high-performance computing (HPC) infrastructure to
meet the needs of the research community
To continue to expand Princeton’s high-performance computing infrastructure and resources to meet the needs of the research
community, OIT set the following goals for FY13:
•

Refresh and expand Princeton’s high-performance computing resources to continue to best support and meet the needs
of the growing HPC computing communit.
-- Develop specifications, purchase, and install the ‘Tiger’ computing Dell Linux cluster. The new Tiger cluster will
provide nearly double the number of cores and RAM over Sesame and Artemis clusters: the two systems it will
replace.
-- Replace the high-performance computing storage system with funds from a pending National Science Foundation
(NSF) MRI grant or seek an alternate funding source.
-- Replace aging Adroit cluster and Tigressdata server systems.

•

Hire staff to better meet high-performance computing support needs.
-- Hire additional staff to provide high-performance computing programming and system administration.
-- Grow department bridging.
-- Redevelop visualization support model and secure funding.
-- Work with SCAM group to create a support network for specialty software

•

Evolve user support for high-performance computing to respond to the diverse needs of the growing and changing
customer base, which includes users new to research computing.

•

Develop level-specific training and computing models that support entry-level research computing (Nobel cluster, social
sciences).

•

Cultivate system-specific user communities and organize a monthly meeting program that brings high-performance
computing users together.

•

Develop plans to support OpenSource GIS software.

•

Assess and embrace future technologies and directions.
-- Explore the National Science Foundation Infrastructure Building Blocks (DIBBs) program
-- Leverage Moab functionality to enable grid support.
-- Explore how Princeton might champion or support researchers using National Supercomputing Centers.

FY13 goal: Develop a roadmap for future growth and enhancements to the University data and voice
communications infrastructure
•

Enhance the power backup system for the campus network core to improve the reliability of network and minimize
vulnerability to sustained power outages.

•

Continue to work on the multi-year project to upgrade the University’s wireless network access points to provide higher
bandwidth, adding more administrative, academic, and undergraduate and graduate dorm buildings to the list of building
fitted with the upgraded wireless service

•

Increase Internet bandwith and double the speed of the commodity Internet links to increase service capacity and
ensure service continuation in the event one of the two Internet Service Providers (ISP) connections serving the
Universityi should fail. The two ISP links to campus help balance network traffic. Prior to the upgrade, these Internet
links regularly each exceeded 50% capacity.

•

Improve network infrastructure for high-performance computing by increasing bandwidth and functionality for
connection to I2 and connection from main campus to the High Performance Computing Research Center (HPCRC).

•

Complete the implementation of the North/South link for research computing between the HPCRC and Lewis Library.

•

Rollout new and upgraded collaboration tools, including instant messaging and video conferencing, SharePoint 2010, and
electronic list distribution services.
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What We Are Planning - FY13 Goals Planned
FY13 goal: Continue to improve the products, procedures, and policies related to information security and
privacy at Princeton
•

Enhance security by moving servers behind existing and new firewalls, upgrading security monitoring programs and
consolidating asset management systems.

•

Upgrade the University’s remote access service to Secure Remote Access.

•

Upgrade the University’s intrusion prevention system.

FY13 goal: Continue to deliver academic information technology systems and services that meet the
needs of the academic community
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•

Deliver an enterprise-level media management and archiving solution (Kaltura) to address the need for a campus digital
archive.

•

Deliver a new version of the iPrinceton mobile application in a framework that facilitates further development of mobile
applications.

•

Provide a cloud-based file storage solution that addresses privacy and security concerns and provides enhanced
functionality (Box)

•

Establish a process for depositing senior theses in the DataSpace repository.

•

Deliver a PriCom proposal for implementing a technical architecture for collecting faculty publications, storing them in a
repository, and making them publicly available.

•

Develop sustainable business and support models, tools, and resources to support a growing Coursera effort. Enhance
existing tools for lecture capture, including a “lecture-capture-in-a-box” solutions that provides a simple way for faculty
to record and edit lectures for Coursera, as well as for their Princeton lectures.

•

Develop business and support models, tools and resources to support the growing Digital Humanities effort.

•

Conduct an assessment of our Learning Management System environment to determine where enhancements or
refinements may be warranted to support changing teaching and learning needs. Trial Blackboard Mobile Learn and
assess student use and satisfaction with the offering.

•

Develop and deploy a Drupal content management system offering that includes features and functions that support
current and future website development needs at Princeton. Develop a Drupal distribution similar to that of Roxen with
website themes and templates, which facilitates wide-spread adoption and use by self-service customers.

•

Complete the migration of blogs in the Movable Type system to the new WordPress blog system that provides features
and functionality that better meets the needs of the campus community.

•

Evaluate the “mobile-first” web development approach to determine whether this model should be incorporated into
OIT’s website development service to campus.

•

Develop a Data Feed Registry application to provide the University community with access to feeds of Princeton’s public
data for use in academic work and in student programming projects.

What We Are Planning - FY13 Goals Planned
FY13 goal: Continue to deliver administrative information technology systems and services that meet the
needs of the University
To deliver administrative information technology that meets the evolving needs of the academic and administrative communities,
OIT sets the following goals for FY13:
•

Princeton Prime - The Office of Finance and Treasury has undertaken a major initiative to replace the University’s
existing Chart of Accounts (COA) and to significantly update its financials systems and reporting environment. Nearly
all financial related systems, both within F&T and across campus, will be impacted by this effort. Major changes will be
required for the General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Receivables, Labor Accounting, Information Warehouse, Grants,
and other systems. OIT will be involved throughout this effort to provide implementation, coding, development, and
project oversight services. The Chart of Accounts redesign will be a multi-year effort that will require a great deal of
coordination and collaboration across multiple departments, and will occupy a significant number of resources.

•

CALM - The PeopleSoft Absence Management system, known as “CALM” at Princeton, was implemented for the
Office of Human Resources in FY12. CALM provides a standard mechanism for all University staff to record and track
sick leave, paid time off, and other “exception” time from the University. This new system performs a vital role in
enabling the University to calculate its paid-time-off liability. An initial pilot group began using CALM in July, 2012, but
opportunities for improvement of the user interface were immediately identified. The Office of Human Resources is
considering options and plans to make improvements to CALM in the coming year.

•

Housing Replacement - Facilities has selected a replacement for the University’s current housing system. The new
system, CBord’s Odyssey HMS will be implemented starting in the winter of 2013 with a targeted go-live of fall, 2014.

•

Undergraduate Admissions Document Imaging and Workflow Automation – In the fall of 2012, the Office of Admissions
went live with a custom OnBase-based solution for a paperless electronic admissions review and storage process. This
was a highly ambitious and transformative project for the Office of Admissions, and the new process has been a great
success in its initial year of use. It has improved the timeliness, accuracy and accessibility of admissions information,
as well as reducing costs. The Office of Admissions has plans for additional improvements and functions that will be
implemented during the course of the year.

•

Labor Accounting Redesign - In order to maintain an acceptable level of service for the functions provided by the Labor
Accounting application, it is necessary to change the system’s underlying technical implementation without modifying its
external functional behavior. This effort will result in a system that can be modified and supported more easily moving
forward. The needs of other University functions, most notably the Graduate School, will be highly influential in the
design of the redesigned system. The new version of Labor Accounting is expected to be completed in the fall of 2013.

FY13 goal: Investigate and implement new models for IT service delivery that offer economic and service
benefits to obtaining IT services in new ways
•

Complete the consolidation of on-premises email systems to one email system and complete the migration of student
email to “cloud-based” providers (Google Apps for Education and Microsoft Office 365).

•

Evaluate a “cloud-based” email infrastructure for faculty and staff use.

•

Evaluate a “cloud infrastructure” for servers and storage.

FY13 goal: Enhance the institution’s ability to select and effectively manage IT projects that broadly
impact the University community
•

Facilitate the FY14 IT project planning process and arrive at a cross-university endorsed IT project slate.

•

Provide consultative services in project management and change management disciplines for selected projects based on
complexity and impact.

•

Refine and promote the use of Princeton’s Project Management Methodology, tools and templates to help ensure the
success of university-wide IT projects.

•

Develop and implement an updated training series on project management at Princeton in order to expand and deepen
the Princeton community of skilled project managers and technical leads.

•

Create a Parallel Initiatives Team to ensure cross-project awareness and coordinated timing of departmental outreach
activities for concurrent, large-scale projects.
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What We Are Planning - FY13 Goals Planned
FY13 goal: Continue to make OIT a more welcoming and diverse workplace that attracts, develops, and
retains the highest quality IT professionals
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•

Identify and seek endorsement and prioritization from the OIT Cabinet on employee relations and staff development
opportunities:
-- Create an OIT staff development roadmap that addresses emerging staff competency needs.
-- Review OIT’s historical 360 review process and determine if a new enhanced process should be developed and
implemented.
-- Provide training and development opportunities for staff.
-- Review and update job descriptions for all OIT staff.
-- Review OIT’s past rewards and recognition programs to determine the best course of action for implementing new
programs.
-- Pilot the Mentoring Program.
-- Assess OIT’s needs in addressing diversity issues.

•

Building on the work of the Zoning project, partner with Human Resources on the analysis of OIT’s positions to ensure
grading, salary and titling are appropriate across OIT departments, as well as usable for external comparisons.

•

Develop and implement an improved recruitment processes that reduces the turnaround time to successfully fill
positions.

•

Implement enhancements to the Annual Performance Review that are endorsed by the OIT cabinet. Recommended
enhancements include creating a new employee to supervisor workflow, eliminating templates, and simplifying the
process to complete APRs. Perform user testing and oversee the rollout of the new APR to OIT.

•

Continue to support, develop and assess OIT Community Building Events.

IT Governance at Princeton
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Senior Advisory Group on IT (SAGIT)
The Senior Advisory Group on IT (SAGIT) advises the Provost on the budgetary matters related to IT systems projects that have
been endorsed by the Enterprise Systems Planning Group (ESPG), and other projects that are presented by the Vice President
for Information Technology and/or the Provost. The specific charge of the group is to:
•

Evaluate systems project proposals, and review the proposed funding mechanisms for capital and operating expenditures
required for such systems;

•

Assess steady state costs of maintaining current systems and required IT infrastructure;

•

Identify systems opportunities that should be evaluated;

•

Ensure projects are fiscally responsible, and assess whether proposed funding mechanisms are satisfactory;

•

Advise the Provost with regard to budgetary or other issues posed by projects.

During FY12, members of the SAGIT were:
Carolyn Ainslie, Vice President for Finance and Treasurer
Mark Burstein, Executive Vice President
David Dobkin, Dean of the Faculty
Chris Eisgruber (chair), Provost
Aly Kassam-Remtulla, (secretary), Associate Director for Academic and Administrative Planning
Betty Leydon, Vice President for Information Technology and CIO
Nadine Stern, Associate CIO for Operations and Planning

Highlights
During FY12, the SAGIT reviewed and funded the following project proposals:
•

Undergraduate Admissions Document Management

•

Jobs at Princeton upgrade

•

PeopleSoft Absence Management module implementation

•

Business and Compliance Improvements for Animal Research

•

25 Live Implementation

•

Tigers 16: new student web portal

•

Safeguarding IT Infrastructure

•

Emergency Data Management System

Enterprise Systems Planning Group (ESPG)
The Enterprise Systems Planning Group (ESPG) critically assesses all IT systems efforts, determines existing needs, and identifies
key opportunities to leverage our IT investments. The specific charge of this group is to:
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•

Ensure that the University’s systems meet the needs of faculty, staff, and students;

•

Evaluate current systems and identify gaps, needs, and opportunities;

•

Recommend the appropriate allocation of OIT resources for maintenance, upgrades, and development;

•

Endorse project proposals so that they can be passed to the Senior Advisory Group on IT (SAGIT) for further review, if
needed.

IT Governance at Princeton
During FY12, members of the ESPG were:
Carolyn Ainslie, Vice President for Finance & Treasurer (represented by Diane Lefebvre)
Cynthia Cherrey, Vice President for Campus Life (represented by Christopher Burkmar)
Adam Cohen, Princeton Plasma Physics Lab (represented by Stephen Baumgartner)
Donna Defrancisco, representing the Academic Managers Group
David Dobkin, Dean of the Faculty (represented by Kris Miller)
Betty Leydon, Vice President for Information Technology and CIO (chair)
Bob Durkee, Vice President and Secretary (represented by Karen Jezierny)
Polly Griffin, University Registrar
Aly Kassam-Remtulla, Associate Director for Academic and Administrative Planning
Jed Marsh, Vice Provost for Institutional Research
Mike McKay, Vice President for Facilities (represented by Timothy Downs)
Bill Russel, Dean of the Graduate School (represented by Justin Bronfeld)
Nilu Shroff, Chief Audit and Compliance Officer (represented by Jerome Park)
Valerie Smith, Dean of the College (represented by Claire Fowler)
Lianne Sullivan-Crowley, Vice President for Human Resources (represented by Steve Blechman)
Karin Trainer, University Librarian
Elizabeth Wood, Vice President for Development (represented by Alison Sommers-Sayre)
Ex Officio members were:
Colin Currie, OIT Director for Administrative Information Services
Serge Goldstein, OIT Director for Academic Services and Associate CIO
Janet Pumo, OIT Director for Princeton Project Office
Nadine Stern, OIT Associate CIO for Operations and Planning

Highlights
•

Course Reading List (Paul Breitman & Clayton Marsh), IT Disaster Recovery & Service Resiliency (Steven Sather
& Donna Tatro), Emergency Preparedness & Business Continuity Management (Robin Izzo), Records Retention &
Data Archiving (Anne Marie Phillips / Mark Ratliff), Mobile Technology in Grounds & Building Maintenance (Don
Lowe), iPrinceton Mobile Application Suite (Serge Goldstein), Princeton Plasma Physics Lab’s Move to Gmail (Steve
Baumgartner, Princeton University’s E-mail Pilots (Donna Tatro), Online Learning in Higher Education (Liz Colagiuri),
Emerging Tools in Our Work Environment (Donna Tatro), New Capabilities with Voicemail (Joe Karam), University
and Departmental Business Goals (Mark Burstein / All ESPG), Multi-year Outlook on OIT-sponored Initiatives (Nadine
Stern), Financial Transformation Initiative (Carolyn Ainslie / Mark Dingfield / Diane Lefebvre).

•

Provided oversight of the FY12 IT Project Portfolio and endorsed the FY13 Project Portfolio.

•

Thanked Ben Hammond, Betty Leydon and Sandra Mawhinney for their years of service and leadership in the support of
information technology at Princeton University.

Project Managers Team (PMT)
The Project Managers Team (PMT) provides leadership and guidance on the delivery of administrative products and services,
supporting the application and data management principles established under Partnership 2000. The PMT acts as the working
group in support of the Enterprise Systems Planning Group (ESPG). The specific charge of the group is to:
•

Identify, assess, and prioritize mandatory maintenance (regulatory updates, software upgrades) and enhancements (to fill
gaps in current functionality and/or deliver new functionality) to University systems;

•

Coordinate systems requirements across offices and departments;

•

Facilitate activities that foster the improved use of IT products and services at the University;

•

Achieve the highest level of customer satisfaction in meeting the IT needs of the University community.
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During FY12, the members of the PMT were:
Betty Ashwood, Financial Aid
Marvin Bielawski, Library
Maria Bizzarri, Finance and Treasury
Steve Blechman, Human Resources
Peter Bouchard, University Scheduling
Kathleen Bozowski, Transportation and Parking
Christopher Brock, Athletics
Justin Bronfeld, Graduate School
Ted Bross, OIT, Custom Development, Data Warehousing
and Integration
Colin Currie (chair), OIT, Administrative Information Services
Lisa Linn De Barona, Public Safety
Donna DeFrancisco, Sociology
Robert Faille, Office of Development
Devaki Ginde, OIT, Packaged Solutions and Integration
Dave Goetz, Dining Services
Lynn Grant, Housing
Ash Hadap, OIT, AIS Collaborative Solutions
Dave Herrington, OIT, Departmental Application Services
Lisa Herschbach, Residential Colleges
Jonathan Horowitz, Alumni Council
Amy Hughes, Registrar’s Office
Emily Jeng, OIT, Custom Application Development
Andrew Kane, Housing
Tammy Knutson, Finance and Treasury
Donna Lawrence, OIT, Package Adaptation and Customization
Diane Lefebvre, Finance and Treasury
Kris Miller, Office of the Dean of the Faculty
Scott Mironov, Finance and Treasury
Judy Oakley, University Health Services
Jerome Park, Audit and Compliance
Hilary Parker, Office of the Executive Vice President

Joseph (JP) Plaksa, Housing
Janet Pumo, OIT, Princeton Project Office
Craig Richmond, Finance and Treasury
David Ritchie, Office of Development
Irina Rivkin, OIT, ERP Systems
Nick Robinson, TigerCard and University Ticketing
Michele Ruditis, Office of Development
Janet Strohl-Morgan, Art Museum
Barrie Sutton, OIT, Princeton Project Office
Chizuko Walter, Office of Research and Project Administration
Mark Washington, Facilities
Glenn Wemple, Undergraduate Admission
Ex Officio members were:
Mary Albert, OIT, Academic Services
Chuck Augustine, OIT, Systems and Database Management
Deborah Becker, OIT, Database Administration
Paula Brett, OIT, New Media Center
Janice Guarnieri, OIT, Training and Documentation Services
Charles Kruger, OIT, Enterprise Servers and Storage
John Milnes, OIT, Operations and Planning
Jill Moraca, OIT, Web Development Services
Steve Niedzwiecki, OIT, Security and Data Protection
Lea Novak, OIT, Documentation Services
Sal Rosario, OIT, Technology Consulting Services
Alla Ryklin, OIT, Training Services
Anthony Scaturro, OIT, IT Security Officer
Nancy Silldorff, OIT, Princeton Project Office
Donna Tatro, OIT, EIS
Russell Wells, OIT, Person Office
Carol Williams, OIT, Princeton Project Office

Highlights
During the past year, the PMT:
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•

Continued to invite new members from diverse business functional areas and OIT support areas to ensure that all
required resources are involved in the planning of projects;

•

Reviewed and updated the status of projects in the Interdepartmental Project Portfolio (IPP) and discussed project
inter-dependencies;

•

Provided a monthly update of relevant IT security news;

•

Provided a forum for cross-departmental discussion of topics including data repository technologies, imaging
technologies, data center needs, planned outages, disaster recovery, PUID policies and practices, UPS replacement,
information access best practices, Vista testing and migration, and other related topics of general interest;

•

Assembled a comprehensive list of FY13 IT project proposals for ESPG review.

IT Governance at Princeton

Data Managers Group (DMG)
The Data Managers Group (DMG) is comprised of mid- and high-level University administrators who have stewardship
responsibility for data stored within University business applications. Data Managers are responsible for the collection and
maintenance of specific data in their functional areas, enforcing corresponding policy and procedures, and providing accurate
analysis and presentation of their data for reporting. This group has been in existence for 11 years and has played a major role in
the implementation and ongoing success of many administrative applications.
Data Managers serve as the primary source of information on their data; recommend security classifications and assign
access rights for all their enterprise data; and are responsible for researching problems, recommending solutions, developing
documentation, creating policies and procedures, and implementing processes required to address data administration issues.
In FY12, the members of the DMG were:
Maria Bizzarri, Finance and Treasury, Receivables
Kathleen Bozowski, Transportation and Parking Services
Justin Bronfeld, Graduate School
Ted Bross (chair), OIT, Custom Development, Data
Warehousing and Integration
Joel Carstens, Financial Aid / Student Employment
Maureen Ciambrello, Finance and Treasury, Receivables
Colin Currie, OIT Administrative Information Services
Lisa DePaul, Student Housing
Cynthia DiTullio, Office of Development
Eugenia Evans, Faculty and Staff Housing
Robert Faille, Office of Development
Donna Farago, Human Resources
Judith Farquer, Graduate Student Financial Support
Lynn Grant, Housing
Michael Hausser, Office of Development
Amy Hughes, Office of the Registrar
Kim Jackson, Transportation and Parking Services
Andrew Kane, Office of Housing
Tammy Knutson, Finance and Treasury, U. Financial Systems
John Kraeck, Facilities
Peter Krivcov, Finance and Treasury, Asset Administration
Joseph Lane, Finance and Treasury, Purchasing
Jonathan Lebouef, Office of the Registrar
Kevin Leighton, University Health Services
Janet Lute, Library
Jed Marsh, Office of the Provost
Laurie McVicker, Human Resources
Kris Miller, Office of the Dean of the Faculty

Joe Mudry, Facilities
Cynthia Murphy, Office of the Provost
Judith Oakley, University Health Services
Piet Richards, Finance and Treasury, Asset Administration
Craig Richmond, Finance and Treasury, U. Financial Systems
Kevin Read, Office of Development
David Ritchie, Office of Development
Nick Robinson, University Services
Brian Rounsavill, Finance and Treasury, Purchasing
Jeff Rowlands, Library
Kathy Swick, Finance and Treasury, University Financial Systems
Jim Taylor, TigerCard Office
David Tierney, OIT, AIS Package Solutions and Integration
Chiz Walter, Office of Research and Project Administration
Glenn Wemple, Undergraduate Admission
Edward Yuncza, Finance and Treasury, U. Financial Systems
Ex Officio members were:
Suzanne Coletti, OIT, Data Warehousing and Integration
Shane Farrell, OIT, Budget and Finance
Ash Hadap, OIT, AIS Collaborative Solutions
Janice Guarnieri, OIT Training and Documentation Services
Mark Ratliff, OIT, Academic Services
Rita Saltz, OIT, IT Policy
Anthony Scaturro, OIT, IT Security Officer
Leila Shahbender, OIT, Customer Services
Barrie Sutton, OIT, Princeton Project Office
Russell Wells, OIT, Person Office
Grant Weed, OIT, Telecommunications Services
Liz Zodeiko, OIT, Administration Information Services

Highlight
During the past year, the DMG:
•

Provided continued oversight for the transition from the DataMall to the Information Warehouse, and for the ongoing
configuration of the Cognos reporting environment;

•

Provided oversight for the implementation of the Oracle Identity Management (OIM) suite of applications;

•

Provided guidance and direction to multiple ESPG projects;

•

Provided input to OIT regarding the creation of new practices and procedures for account provisioning;

•

Reviewed the status of Personally Identifiable Information In the Information Warehouse and university transactional
systems;

•

Continually vetted and resolved data issues between disparate central administrative systems within the University.
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Desktop Systems Council (DeSC)
The Provost formed the Desktop Systems Council in 1996 to standardize the University’s administrative desktop computer
environment. The Council provides a stabilizing influence so the various computing environments’ organizational concepts,
directions, and projects are established and maintained with a farsighted view. The Council provides insight on long-term
strategies in support of University mandates and OIT initiatives. Members of the Council ensure that the University’s business
and academic objectives are adequately addressed, and information technology remains under control. Launched originally as
the Princeton Desktop Initiative, the program was an essential part of the success of the implementation of new administrative
systems at the University.
The goals of the Council are to:
•

Streamline the costs associated with hardware procurement, application development, software installation, computing
support, system administration, and software licensing;

•

Ensure that the standard administrative computing environment is sustained;

•

Enhance the delivery of administrative systems and productivity tools.

The Desktop Systems Council was restructured as a broader program and renamed “The DeSC Program” with several
managed environments—DeSC Standard, DeSC Lite, and MacDeSC Standard. The Council’s oversight changed from day-to-day
technology tasks to more high-level oversight of policies, guidelines, and strategic planning.
In practice, the Council’s responsibilities are carried out by performing the following functions:
•

Conducting monthly meetings;

•

Monitoring and reviewing activities and issues that impact managed environments;

•

Controlling objectives as emergent issues force changes to be considered;

•

Resolving conflicts and disputes, reconciling differences of opinion and approach;

•

Accepting project deliverables;

•

Establishing and enforcing policies and standards for DeSC Standard and MacDeSC Standard, and to a lesser degree, for
DeSC Lite;

•

Ensuring alignment with University schedules, policies, and services.

The DeSC Program Managed Environments
•

DeSC Standard (previously known as “DeSC”) – A fully-managed Windows environment that is guaranteed to support
University Business Applications.

•

MacDeSC Standard (previously known as “Managed Mac Environment (MME)” added to the DeSC Program - Provides
benefits and centralized management that is similar to DeSC Standard, for Apple desktops.

•

DeSC Lite - Offers a lightly-managed solution for the growing number of computers that are ineligible for the DeSC
Standard environment to accommodate today’s less predictable and more complex computing environments.

During FY12, members of The DeSC Program Council were:
Steven Sather (DeSC Chair), OIT, Support Services
Charlayne Beavers (DeSC Manager), OIT, Support Services
Marvin Bielawski, Library
Nancy Costa, OIT, Project and Consulting Services
Judy Hanson, History
Paul Lynn, OIT, Collaborative Solutions
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Dave Morreale, OIT, Desktop Support
Steve Niedzwiecki, OIT, Security and Data Protection
Matt Parker, Economics
Donna A. Defranciso, Sociology
Vikki Ridge, Facilities
Leila Shahbender, OIT, Customer Services

IT Governance at Princeton

Highlights
The DeSC Program Roadmap

In an effort to keep the DeSC program relevant in the current faster-paced, multi-device computing environment, the Council
released a three year roadmap to bring the DeSC Program managed environments closer to its goal of “anywhere and anytime
secure access without increasing current resource levels.” The Managed Environments Team starting converting the roadmap
from objectives to projects in Spring 2012. The first of these projects, the MacDeSC Lite Managed Environment, will go into
production in Fall 2012.
DeSC Laptops and Data Protection

As of June 19, 2012, encryption is now required for all Faculty Computer Program (FCP) laptops. To make the installations easier
to manage, FCP recommended that all FCP Windows and OSX laptops be configured for DeSC Standard or MacDeSC Standard
environments.
The DeSC Program and Sustainability

The Council approved the roadmap objectives to expand Power Management to MacDeSC and DeSC Lite over the next two
years.

Princeton University Training Team (PUTT)
The Princeton University Training Team (PUTT) aims to create a holistic and integrated framework for management development
and staff learning. The group seeks to improve and develop the training infrastructure to meet institutional expectations.
During FY12, members of PUTT were:
John Milnes (co-sponsor), Office of Information Technology
Lianne Sullivan-Crowley (co-sponsor), Human Resources
Maureen Imbrenda (co-chair), Human Resources
Janice Guarnieri (co-chair), Office of Information Technology
Suzanne Bellen, Finance and Treasury
Allison Petito, Finance and Treasury
Steve Elwood, Environmental Health and Safety
Michael Gonzalez, PPPL

Nicole Klein, Human Resources
Kamara Blackman, Human Resources
Kathy Applegate, Academic Managers Group representative
Vikki Ridge, Facilities
Marcia Black, Research and Project Administration
Francine Taylor, Research and Project Administration
Jeanne Mrak, Office of Information Technology

Highlights
Princeton Deconstructed

Given the success of the pilot of the ‘Princeton Deconstructed” series in the Fall of 2011, the series was offered again to the
campus in the spring of 2012 and was attended by a total of 280 participants. The Financial Overview session was streamed
live and attended by an additional 125 people. The program provides members of the campus community with a better
understanding of the key governing structures within the University, and sessions are presented by the Vice President from each
area including:
•

Princeton Governance – Lianne Sullivan Crowley, Vice President for Human Resources

•

Princeton Finance Overview - Carolyn Ainslie, Vice President for Finance and Treasurer

•

Student Governance - Cynthia Cherrey, Vice President for Campus Life

Given its popularity the series is also planned for the fall and spring of FY13 with the addition of a new session on Research at
Princeton, presented by Dean of Research Stew Smith.
New Manager Orientation

During FY12, PUTT continued to participate in Human Resources’ New Manager Orientation program, which was delivered to
approximately 75 new managers over the course of the year. The program helps new managers understand and comply with the
University’s expectations regarding the management of human, financial, physical, and technological resources.
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Committee on Academic Technology (CAT)
The Committee on Academic Technology met on five occasions in FY12 to focus on developing an IT strategy to support
teaching and learning, with a goal of formulating specific recommendations for technology use that improves the student
educational experience.
During FY12, members of the CAT were:
Clayton Marsh, (chair), Office of the Dean of the College
Mary Baum, Office of the Dean of the Faculty
Marvin Bielawski, Library
Liz Colagiuri, Office of the Dean of the College
Serge Goldstein, Office of Information Technology
Polly Griffin, Office of the Registrar

Jed Marsh, Office of the Provost
Carol Porter, McGraw Center for Teaching and Learning
Laura Shaddock, McGraw Center for Teaching and Learning
Janet Temos, Office of Information Technology
David Redman, The Graduate School

Highlights
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•

Reviewed and discussed best practices in teaching and learning and the technologies that support it, including tools that
facilitate student engagement, research on learning in interactive groups, and smartboards.

•

Reviewed and discussed the Stanford Online Lecture Project (Coursera) and Princeton’s possible participation.

•

Discussed Video Course Introductions (VCI) and how these videos currently help undergraduate students with their
course selections. Discussed ways to extend the use of VCIs to better engage faculty in technology and to encourage
enrollment and attract majors to smaller departments. The types of courses to promote in new VCIs and methods for
publicizing the availability of the collection of VCIs was discussed.

•

Discussed the Apple iBooks initiative and the current state of the eTextbook market, with a presentation by Janet Temos
on the topic.

•

Reviewed and discussed Smartboard technology, beginning with a demo of the smartboard technology in the Frist
Chemistry Laboratory featuring the touchscreen, digital ink pens, internet connectivity and annotation tools.

•

Discussed plans for an evaluation of Princeton’s Learning Management System (LMS) to be conducted in the coming year.
Committee members will individually solicit input from a number of groups and an LMS question will be included in the
annual student survey.
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Research Computing Advisory Group (RCAG)
The Research Computing Advisory Group (RCAG) advises and collaborates with OIT, PICSciE, and the Dean for Research on
matters related to research computing in all academic disciplines at the University. The specific charge of this group is to:
•

Advise on the research computing needs and priorities of academic units;

•

Collaborate on, and ensure broad input on projects related to research computing;

•

Advise on the software, infrastructure, and support needs and priorities for research computing.

During FY12, members of the RCAG were:
Mary Lynn Baeck, Civil and Environmental Engineering
Roberto Car, Chemistry, Princeton Institute for
Computational Science and Engineering
Jonathan Cohen, Psychology, Neurosciences
Iain Couzin, Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Kara Dolinski, Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative Genomics
Bruce Draine, Astrophysical Sciences
Hank Farber, Economics
Chris Floudas, Chemical Engineering
Serge Goldstein, OIT, Academic Services
Curt Hillegas (chair), OIT, Academic Services and Princeton
Institute for Computational Science and Engineering
Scott Karlin, Computer Science
Daniel Marlow, Physics
Luigi Martinelli, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
John Matese, Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative Genomics
David Mimno, Computer Science
Jerry Ostriker, Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton Institute for
Computational Science and Engineering

Josko Plazonic, Mathematics
Frans Pretorius, Physics
Anatoly Spitkovsky, Astrophysical Sciences
James Stone, Applied and Computational Mathematics,
Astrophysical Sciences
Jeroen Tromp, Geosciences, Princeton Institute for
Computational Science and Engineering, Applied and
Computational Math
Daniel Trueman, Music
Chris Tully, Physics
Bill Wichser, Princeton Institute for Science and Technology
Materials
Cliff Wulfman, Library
John Ziegler, Facilities Real Estate Development
Ex Officio:
Paul LaMarche, Office of the Provost
Betty Leydon, Office of Information Technology
Stewart Smith, Office of the Dean for Research

Highlights
High Performance Computing Research Center

Construction of the High Performance Computing Research Center (HPCRC) was completed in December 2011, and much
of the centrally maintained HPC equipment was moved to the HPCRC during January and February 2012. RCAG provided
important insight into the design and construction of the new facility, and the group ensured that the new data center meets the
needs of University researchers while making the best use of University resources. A number of research computing systems
from academic departments have and will in the upcoming year move from main campus into the HPCRC.
Della Upgrade

For the second year in a row, the older half of Della, one of our computational clusters, was replaced with new Dell hardware.
The new hardware, which was purchased with funds contributed by key users and departments, provides a significant
performance boost while using a fraction of the electrical power and cooling compared to the old system. This replacement is
part of a system life-cycle management program designed to balance the ongoing capital replacement cost while best using the
University’s utility and human resources in a sustainable manner.
Orbital Cluster

A 268 node, 3216 cpu core, 12.8 TB RAM cluster was purchased from HP in the fall of 2012 to replace the aging cluster
Woodhen and to add computation capacity. Major funding contributors the cluster include Astrophysical Sciences and Physics.
The cluster which was installed into the new HPCRC is our most computationally powerful resource providing 38 TFLOPS
of performance, and its fully non-blocking Quad Data Rate Infiniband interconnect provides outstanding high performance
communication between the nodes.
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Hecate

A 1536 core, 12.1 TB RAM SGI UV system was purchased from Comnetco in the fall of 2012 to replace the aging SGI Altix BX2,
Hecate. The new Hecate was purchased with funding from an NSF Major Research Instrumentation grant for which Roberto
Car, Ralph W. Dornte *31 Professor in Chemistry is the Principle Investigator. This system, which is one of the largest single
image computers in the world, runs a single operating system across all of the processors, and any process on the system can
address all of the 12.1 TB of RAM.
Distributed Revision Control

To meet the changing needs of the research community, Princeton has contracted with Github to create an institutional
repository on github.com. This new service will complement our existing subversion (SVN) service to create a more complete
suite of revision control services. While the free github.com service would allow anyone to create a respository, this service will
allow our researchers and students to create repositories with access limited to select collaborators.
Expanded membership

With the addition of David Mimno from Computer Science and Cliff Wulfman from the Library, RCAG has broadened its
membership focus beyond the natural sciences and engineering to include the humanities and social sciences. These new
members have allowed RCAG to engage more fully with the Digital Humanities Initiative on campus, and further membership
additions will allow us to consider input from a broader range of disciplines.
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The OIT Ambassador Program
The OIT Ambassador Program aims to provide an OIT Ambassador for every department. A program ambassador helps
promote a flow of communication between OIT and departments: Ambassadors share information about OIT services and
announcements with their departments and bring back information about customer needs and issues. Ambassadors meet on the
third Tuesday of each month. 60 OIT Ambassadors serve 93 University departments and programs.

Lunch ‘n Learn
The Lunch ‘n Learn weekly technology seminar series included 17 sessions in the 2012 set, and the sessions are now recorded in
video (posted on http://blogs.princeton.edu/etc), with commentary and analysis. The series has had a presence on both Facebook
and Twitter, and is going to launch on Google Plus in the coming year as a part of the content for the ETC Google Plus page.
The FY12 series featured 25 speakers, including librarians such as Trevor Dawes, Social Media experts like Lynette Young, and
staff members like Shana Weber of the office of Sustainability. Topics varied from the social media inspired “Women of Google
Plus” to device and platform overviews such as “Kindle on Fire”.
Attendance has lowered comparative to recent years, possibly due to recordings of each of the sessions being available soon after
each session. The best attended session, “Kindle on Fire”, had 30 people present. Most of the talks are available to view right now
on the ETC blog, and we are looking to do live broadcasts using Google Plus hangouts in the near future.

The Productive Scholar
FY12 included 19 sessions of this practitioner-oriented series. The best attended of these was Barbara McLaughlin’s session on
editing video (18 attendees).
Some new sessions this year included “An overview of the offerings from Princeton Public Library” (Janie Hermann),
“Gamification in the Classroom” (Shaun Holland and Sean Piotrowski), and “Using WordPress as courseware” (Timothy
Recuber). Perennial topics included EndNote and Zotero.

Princeton University Learning Series (PULSe)
PULSe (the Princeton University Learning Series) continued to grow in every way. Attendance was up, with an average of
twelve participants per live session, the largest of which had an audience of more than forty people. The recordings of the 35
sessions held in FY12 have expanded the PULSe Tutorial Library to a total of 49. Web statistics indicate that the recordings have
been accessed over 500 times. The topics were also broadened to include presenters from the Princeton University Library
and the Office of Communications on technology-related services such as the new Library catalog system and the use of e-mail
newsletters and social media. Other topics included OnBase, Cognos, PeopleSoft, Drupal, Kaltura, Outlook, SharePoint, Office,
LISTSERV, Unified Messaging, and multimedia editing.
The PULSe mailing list holds steady at over four thousand. The PULSe Facebook page grew to over 60 and has seen increased
interaction. Feedback from focus groups organized by IT Documentation and Training indicate very positive response to the lunch
time webinar format.

Training and Outreach (TAO)
Outside of the seminars above, the Training and Outreach (TAO) program has begun to focus on individual and group faculty
consultation, screencasts explaining topics related to key Princeton-supported educational technologies, and partnerships with
academic departments and colleges in order to meet the educational technology needs of the University. Through screencasts
(instructional recordings of technology tutorials), Technology Spotlight sessions (get-togethers focused on a technology topic),
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Technology Roadshows (department centric technology overviews), and other informative posts on http://blogs.princeton.edu/etc
there will be an ongoing archive of helpful support items available to faculty and students at Princeton.

SCAD/DCS Program
The Support for Computing in Academic Departments (SCAD) and Departmental Computing Support (DCS) programs
complement OIT’s central support by providing departments with a higher level of individualized advocacy and attention. In an
effort to bring up-to-date information and service to the departments, their consultants participate in monthly meetings and
training sessions that address common concerns and issues related to campus computing.
80 SCAD members serve a total of 65 academic departments and programs. 60 DCS members serve a total of 40 administrative
offices. Both programs continued to grow at modest rates. During FY11, eight departments joined the SCAD program, including
Medieval Studies, The Pace Center, Julian Street Library, MAE, and International and Regional Studies. Four departments joined
DCS, including Davis International Center, Princeton University Press, and University Services. A number of SCAD and DCS
departments increased their percentage support for the programs, including Geosciences, Communications, Department of
Public Safety, and the Alumni Council.
During FY12, training for SCAD/DCS members included:
•

Windows 7, Enterprise Desktop Support Technician (Parts 1 and 2)

•

CompTIA Security+ (Parts 1 and 2)

•

Matlab (Parts 1 and 2)

•

Apple Lion 101 & 201

•

Network Infrastructure Overview

•

SharePoint 2010 Overview

•

HPCRC Tours

•

MatLab Training (Parts 1 and 2)

•

Web Development

•

McFee EPO Consol EPPC Encryption Training

Computer Security Team
The Computer Security Team (CST) is a group of departmental computer support personnel who meet monthly to review
security initiatives being pursued by OIT and to share their academic and administrative departmental perspectives about
University policies and procedures, departmental security needs, technical education, and security awareness. CST continues
to provide OIT with valuable information regarding how to tailor our security deliverables to be consistent and supportive of
departmental procedures and initiatives.
The team is open to all members of the SCAD/DCS community who have a particular interest in helping to shape the
University’s information security direction. During FY12, the CST reviewed several information security-related topics, including
information privacy, account password management, locating personally identifiable information, hard drive encryption, and
information across multiple devices.

Coverage for Extended Absences
The SCAD/DCS program provided fill-in support for departments with SCAD/DCS members on extended absences owing to
sickness, disability, or vacation. Additional SCAD/DCS support was also provided to departments working on large-scale projects
that required additional resources. In FY12, SCAD/DCS resources assisted:
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•

Facilities: an ongoing assignment to support SCAD on disabilities in the IT department

•

African American Studies: a temporary assignment until a SCAD is in place (New SCAD will start soon)

•

Latin American Studies and Anthropology: a temporary assignment until a SCAD returns from a month vacation

•

Other departments receiving two- and three-week coverage include: MAE, Dean of the Undergraduates students,
Electrical Engineering SEAS, Chemistry, Art Museum, Residential Colleges, the Princeton Blairstown Center, PRIIS,
Athletics, Music, Religion, and Center of Religion.

OIT Outreach Programs

Departments participating in the SCAD program:
African American Studies, Jeremiah LaMontagne
American Studies Program, Michael Rivera
Anthropology, Jeremiah LaMontagne
Applied and Computational Mathematics, Michael Baron
Architecture, Erik Johnston
Art and Archaeology, Julie Angarone
Astrophysics, Leigh Koven
Atmospheric and Oceanic Studies, Chris Ober
Bendheim Center of Finance, Matthew Parker
Center for the Studies of Religion, Jeffrey Guest
Center of Human Values, Andrew Perhac
Chemical Engineering, Eric Paul
Chemistry, Dan Nordlund
Civil and Environmental Engineering, Islam El Naggar
Classics, Donna Sanclemente
Comparative Literature, Jason Robinson
Computer Science, Paul Lawson
Council of Humanities, Jay Barnes
Creative Writing, Rick Pilaro / Steve Rife
East Asian Studies, Brandon Emrita
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Axel Hanessen /
Jessie Saunders
Economics, Matthew Parker
Electrical Engineering, John Bittner / Phil Fugate
English, Kevin Mensch
European Cultural Studies, Carolyn Hoeschele
French and Italian Languages, Michael Rivera
Genomics, Robert Kuper / John Wiggins
Geosciences, Doreen Sullivan / Mark Dalton
German, Sean Piorowski
Hellenic Studies, Carolyn Hoeschele
History, Carla Zimowsk / Andrew Cunningham
Industrial Relations, Jeannie Moore
Judaic Studies Program, Carolyn Hoeschele
Julian Friend Center Library, MR Daniel

Latin American Studies, Andrew Cunningham
Latino Studies, Carolyn Hoescehel
Mathematics, Josko Plazonic
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, David Rddcliff
Molecular Biology, Russell Clarke
Music, Jeremiah LaMontagne
Near Eastern Studies, Tammy Fortson
Office of Population Research, Wayne Appleton
Operation Research Financial Engineering, Michael Bino
Philosophy, Jason Robinson
Physics, Vinod Gupta
Politics, Douglas Rosso
Princeton Institute for International and Regional Studies,
Nivedita Mallain
Program in the Ancient World, Carolyn Hoeschele
Psychology, James Plastine
Princeton Environmental Institute, Raj Chokshi /
Jesse Saunders
Princeton Material Institute, Dan McNesby
Princeton Neuroscience Institute, Randee Tengi /
Garrett McGrath
Princeton Survey Research Center, Jonathan Niola
Religion, Jeffrey Guest
Residential Colleges, Marvin Waterman
School of Engineering and Applied Science, Karen Flamard
Spanish and Portuguese Languages, Michael Rivera Sociology,
Jay Barnes
Society of Fellows in the Liberal Arts, Jay Barnes
Study of Woman and Gender, Victoria Haddad
Theater and Dance, Rick Pilaro
University Center for the Creative and Performing Arts,
Rick Pilaro /Steve Rife
Visual Arts, Rick Pilaro /Steve Rife
Woodrow Wilson School, Cathy Cuff/ Simin Gul
Writing Program, Keith Thompson

Departments participating in the DCS program:
Administrative Information Services, Mark Zabielski
Alumni Council, Kathy Haney
Athletics, Bryan Fitzwater
Art Museum, Janet Strohl-Morgan/ Becky Pursell
Career Services, Jaysen LeSage
Communications Office, John Jameson
Department of Public Safety, Igor Zikovic
Dining Services, Mark Washington
Environmental Health and Safety, Marcia Leach
Facilities, Mark Washington / Ginger Sharp /
Jefferey Zodda / Ed Campos
Firestone Library, Eugene Kaganovich, Larry Woods,
Tracey Hall
Friend Center, Karen Flamard
Frist Campus Center, Dino Palomares
Index of Christian Arts, Jon Niola

Human Resources, Marie Farrington
Language Resource Center, Barbara McLaughlin
Nassau Hall, Joe Delucia
Office of the Dean of the College, John Green
Office of the Dean of Undergraduate Students, Greg Blaha
Office of Development, Kathy Haney / Nick DiPietro
Office of General Council, Loretta Rice
Office of Operations Support Treasurer Office,
Joe Keane / David Parks / Ed Yunza
Outdoor Action, Rick Curtis
Pace Center, Phil Fugate
Princeton-Blairstown Center, Max Siles
Princeton Investment Company, Jane Zhou / Jack Olsen
Registrar’s Office, Shane Smith
Undergraduate Admission, Glenn Wemple / Jonathan Bickel
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The OIT Leadership Group
The OIT Leadership Group is comprised OIT managers who meet monthly to carry out the mission of the group, to:
•

Serve as change agents for improving the effectiveness of the OIT organization. The group evaluates and recommends
initiatives to improve the effectiveness of OIT to the OIT Cabinet and leads all such approved efforts;

•

Foster collaboration among OIT leadership. The group participates in regularly scheduled meetings, optional activities
and forms ad-hoc sub-groups as needed. The forums provide opportunities to strengthen relationships, inspire and
exchange ideas, and promote dialogue among its members;

•

Provide opportunities for professional development activities. The group enhances management and leadership
competencies among members;

•

Provide cross-organizational communication for OIT projects and operational issues. The group provides a forum to
discuss projects on the OIT Interdepartmental Project Portfolio (IPP), as well as discuss OIT operational issues.

An advisory committee of six directs the OIT Leadership Group. In FY12, committee members were Dan Chin, Dave Herrington,
Mariann Miller, Anthony Scaturro, Henry Umansky, and Carol Williams, each representing their respective OIT departments.
During FY12, members of the OIT Leadership Group were:
Mary Albert, Academic Services Project Office
Chuck Augustine, Systems and Data
Management Services
Charlayne Beavers, Technology/Integration
Deborah Becker, Database Administration Services
Paula Brett, New Media Center
Ted Bross, Custom Development, Data Warehousing
and Integration
Robert Caivano, ERP, Financial Systems
Daniel Chin (advisory), ESS Architect
Suzanne Coletti, Data Warehousing and Integration
Linda Dereka, Strategic IT Communications
Christopher Dietrich, ESS Operations
Tom Dommermuth , ERP, Human Resource Systems
Shane Farrell, Budget and Finance
Shachi Gawandi, ERP, Student Systems
Devaki Ginde, Packaged Solutions and
Integration
Becky Goodman, Administration
Diane Griffiths, Administration
Janice Guarnieri, IT Training and
Documentation Services
Ash Hadap, AIS Collaborative Solutions
Martin Harriss, Infrastructure Management Services
Dave Herrington (advisory), Departmental Application
Services
Curt Hillegas, TIGRESS and Computational Science
and Engineering Support
David Hopkins, Broadcast Center
Matt Immordino Technology Consulting Services
and Organizational Support
Marsha Jacobs, Grants and Housing Management
Emily Jeng, Custom Application Support
Ben Johnston, Humanities Resource Center
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Joseph Karam, Collaboration Services Group
Charles Kruger, Enterprise Servers and Storage (ESS)
Donna Lawrence, Package Adaptation and Customization
Jay Dominick (sponsor), Office of the Vice President
for Information Technology and CIO
Marie Messler (administrator), Operations and
Planning
Mariann Miller (advisory), Support and Operations Center
Kevin Mills, Hardware Support
Mike Mills, Media Services
John Milnes, Organizational Effectiveness & Strategic
Initiatives (advisor)
Jill Moraca, Web Development Services
Dave Morreale, Desktop Support
Steve Niedzwiecki, Security and Data Protection
Harris Otubu, Technology Consulting Services
Kevin Perry, Educational Technologies Center
Matt Petty, Data Center Facilities Management
Mark Ratliff, Digital Repositories Architect
Irina Rivkin, ERP Systems
Evelyne Roach, Distributed Computing Support
Sal Rosario, Technology Consulting Services
Rita Saltz, IT Policy
Annie Saunders, OIT Communications
Anthony Scaturro (advisory), IT Security Officer
Leila Shahbender, Customer Services
Nancy Silldorff, Princeton Project Office
Robert Stango, Systems Deployment and Security
Barrie Sutton, Princeton Project Office
Henry Umansky (advisory), Web Programming
Grant Weed, Telephone Services
Russell Wells, Person Office
Carol Williams (advisory), Princeton Project Office
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Highlights
During FY12, the efforts of the OIT Leadership Group continued to focus on the needs of the OIT organization and its
Leadership Group members. During the last 6 months of the fiscal year, the group held a monthly series of lunchtime talks on
the subject of leadership and other practical knowledge for OIT managers:
•

Conducting a High-Quality Performance Review
By John Milnes (Director, Organizational Effectiveness and Strategic Initiatives, OIT Operations and Planning) and John
Martin (Senior Manager, Human Resources)

•

The OIT Services Management Team
By Leila Shahbender (Senior Manager, Customer Services, OIT Support Services)

•

Crisis Management in a Networked World: Lessons learned during Hurricane Katrina
By Cynthia Cherrey (Vice President for Campus Life)

•

Vision, Leadership, and Change
By Carolyn Ainslie (Vice President for Finance and Treasurer)

•

The Kaltura Digital Video Service
By Dave Hopkins (Director, Broadcast Center, Academic Services, Office of Information Technology)

•

Reflections on Leadership
By Betty Leydon (Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer)

•

The Princeton Project Methodology
By Janet Pumo (Director, Princeton Project Office, Office of Information Technology)

In addition to its monthly meetings, the Leadership Group members created three task forces that are developing
recommendations to OIT management on the following topics:
•

Cloud Computing

•

Engaging Students

•

Job Shadowing

Each task force will deliver a recommended action plan for moving each of the projects forward to the Leadership Group in
September for ratification. The ratified projects will then be forwarded to the OIT Cabinet for final approval.
Finally, the Leadership Group distributed one of two books to members to read during the summer which included:
•

It Worked for Me: Lessons in Life and Leadership, by Colin Powell

•

Leader’s Companion: Insights on Leadership Through the Ages, ed. by J. Thomas Wren.

Additionally, the group viewed the Lynda.com course, Effective Meetings by Dave Crenshaw.

Disaster Recovery Team
The Disaster Recovery team was formed to maintain a disaster recovery plan in case of a major disruption to the computing
services at the 87 Prospect or New South data centers. The team identifies the resources and actions needed to restore the
campus network and computing infrastructure in the event current facilities are impaired. The team reassesses and updates the
OIT disaster recovery plan by March 31 of every year.
The Disaster Recovery Plan includes:
•

A time line for the restoration of campus network and Internet connectivity;

•

A time line for the prioritized restoration of academic and administrative applications;

•

A prioritized list of computing services and the steps needed to re-establish the operation of these services;

•

Specific information about the location of backup data and restoration procedures for critical applications and services;

The team makes recommendations with regard to improvements to current physical and logical computing environments
that would reduce the time needed to restore services in a disaster situation. The team also evaluates the existing network
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infrastructure, server deployment, and operational procedures to find ways of increasing the availability of computing service to
the campus community (through reducing scheduled and unscheduled down time). In addition, the team consults with academic
and administrative departments regarding their business continuity plans to continue University operations in the event of a major
disruption to campus computing services.
In the past year, the members of the team were:
Chuck Augustine (leader), Systems and Data Management
Services
Deborah Becker, Database Administration Services
Colin Currie (co-sponsor), Administrative Information Services
Charles Kruger, Enterprise Servers and Storage
Kevin Mills, Hardware Support

Steve Niedzwiecki, Data Security and Protection Kevin Perry,
Educational Technologies Center
Leila Shahbender, Customer Services
Donna Tatro (co-sponsor), Enterprise Infrastructure Services
Chris Tengi, Network Systems
Russell Wells, Person Office

Highlights
In FY12, team accomplishments included:
Network Core Hardening Project

In FY11, the University approved funding for a project to improve the resiliency of its network infrastructure by adding a backup
generator to the power supply for the core network equipment that remains at 87 Prospect after other servers and storage were
moved to the High Performance Computing Research Center (HPCRC) on the Forrestal campus. Construction on the project
began in October 2012 and is expect to be completed in early 2013.
Disaster Recovery Plan update

The team updated the Disaster Recovery Plan to reflect the move of all servers and storage from the 87 Prospect data center
to the HPCRC. The plan now includes contingencies for the loss of any of the three data center locations: HPCRC, 87 Prospect
or New South. The timeline for recovery was also updated to show a reduced overall time due to the increased percentage of
virtual servers, for which recovery time is much faster than for physical servers.
Tabletop Exercise of Plan

A consultant was engaged to facilitate a tabletop exercise of the Disaster Recovery Plan. In this exercise, the DR team, the OIT
directors and some other key managers were guided through a disaster scenario and asked what actions they would take at each
step. The exercise uncovered areas of uncertainty about communication and coordination in an emergency. As a result, OIT is
establishing groups in the university emergency notification system (PTENS) to allow easy communication to all OIT staff and to
the small group of key operational managers who would need to be directly involved in managing disaster response. The team is
also defining an emergency communication process that will be incorporated into the plan, and the team consulted with the staff
of the university Emergency Preparedness Task Force about planning for an OIT emergency operations center, and about best
practices for organizing communication and decision-making in an emergency.
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The Architecture Review Board (ARB)
The Architecture Review Board (ARB) reviews the technical architecture of projects presented by customers planning to deploy
or enhance University systems.
During FY12, membership included:
Colin Currie - Team Sponsor, Director, Administrative
Information Services
Paul Lynn - Team Leader, Collaborative Solutions,
Administrative Information Services
Charles Augustine, Systems & Data Management Services,
Enterprise Infrastructure Services
Deborah Becker, Database Administration Services,
Enterprise Infrastructure Services
Curt Hillegas, Research Computing, Academic Services
Charles Kruger, Enterprise Servers and Storage, Enterprise
Infrastructure Services

Donna Lawrence, Package Adaptation and Customization,
Administrative Information Services
Steven Niedzwiecki, Security and Data Protection,
Enterprise Infrastructure Services
Kevin Perry, Programming & Database Services, Academic
Services
Mark Ratliff, Digital Information Architect
Anthony Scaturro, IT Security Officer, Operations and
Planning
Chris Tengi, Network Systems, Support Services
Henry Umansky, Web Programming, Academic Services

During FY12, the ARB reviewed and provided consultation for the following system architectures:
WordPress Blog service

The purpose of this project is to offer a WordPress blog service to organizations within the Princeton University community.
Efacs

Huron Education’s efacs solution is a web-based facilities and administration (F&A) cost system. It addresses the complex cost
accounting involved in the calculation and negotiation of the F&A rate and would be used by the Office of Finance and Treasury.
HMS Odyssey

HMS Odyssey is a client-server and web-based product being considered as a replacement for the current Housing application.
Star-Rez

Star-Rez is Microsoft centered product using .Net, C#, and MS SQL 2008 that is being considered as a replacement for the
current Housing Application.
Drupal Web CMS

The Drupal Web CMS project will provide academic and administrative departments with a web authoring tool that is relatively
easy to use, has the flexibility to include robust functionality, and meets the needs of most departments. The objective is to build
a centrally managed Drupal environment for building departmental, program, and center websites by the summer of 2012.
Politics Junior Papers

A cPanel-based application that will enable juniors to submit their Junior Papers online as PDFs, replacing a current paper-based
system.
OnBase Enterprise Integration Server

This OnBase module will provide the functionality to allow data to be shared between PeopleSoft and OnBase.
IRBNet

IRBNet provides a Web based application that is used to manage protocol submission, modification, and tracking for Human
Subjects Research Protection. The current process is paper based.
TRAKA

This product would be implemented by Facilities and used to manage, track, and control access to building keys.
Maximo Asset Management

Facilities is planning to upgrade their Maximo Asset Management application to version 7.5, and to introduce a more robust
system architecture that will provide improvements in both scalability and availability.
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IT Security Team
The mission of the IT Security Cross Functional Team is to assist the IT Security Officer in developing and maintaining an IT
security strategy. The IT security strategy and the implementation of its component programs seeks to minimize risks to the
University’s electronic information, to enable the University to comply with its institutional and legal obligations for electronic
data, and to support the University’s mission.
To support its mission, IT Security Cross Functional Team’s goals are to:
•

Create and maintain an inventory of IT security responsibilities

•

Identify and document ongoing IT security-related initiatives across all of OIT

•

Identify and document potential, future IT security-related initiatives

•

Identify cases where OIT and/or customer initiatives conflict with the IT security strategy, investigate and propose alternatives

•

Keep each other informed of the status of each OIT department’s IT security-related efforts

In the past year, the members of the team were:
Mary Albert, Academic Services
Michael Barton, Enterprise Infrastructure Services
Paul Lynn, Administrative Information Services

Anthony Scaturro (Chair), Operations and Planning
Leila Shahbender, Support Services
Nadine Stern (Executive Sponsor), Operations and Planning

Highlights
In FY12, team accomplishments included:
•

Created the team charter that was approved by the OIT Cabinet.

•

Created and published a pamphlet, called “The Building Blocks of Safe Computing,” that describes in detail eighteen actions
that individuals should take to secure their computers and mobile devices.

•

Finalized and published a “Roles and Responsibilities Matrix” listing the IT Security-related roles and responsibilities of each
area of the University, both inside and outside of OIT.

•

Amassed a list of application systems created, implemented, and/or maintained by OIT including information regarding the
authentication and authorization method(s) used, and the types of personally identifiable information (PII) that the application
collects, stores, processes, shares, and/or transmits. The information is currently held in an Excel spreadsheet but will be
moved into a database system that is being developed during FY13. The collection will be expanded in FY13 to include
application systems maintained by non-OIT departments.

•

Created a “State of the Union” presentation that was given to the OIT Cabinet highlighting the IT Security-related
technologies that we have in place and the technologies that are either currently being implemented, are planned for FY13,
or are being considered for future fiscal year initiatives. The information in the presentation will be compared with the IT
Risk Assessment performed by OIT and the Office of Audit and Compliance to create an “IT Security Roadmap” that will
prioritize and create a timeline for future initiatives.

Note: For FY13, membership expanded to include Steve Niedzwiecki, who represents the Security and Data Protection area of
Enterprise Infrastructure Services; Curt Hillegas, who represents the Research Computing area of Academic Services; and Matt
Parker and Sean Piotrowski, who represent the SCAD/DCS community.
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Services Management Team
The Services Management cross-functional team kicked off at the start of fiscal year 2011. The charter of the team is to:
•

Serve as an advisory board, reviewing proposed and existing services to ensure all phases of the life cycle are being
considered;

•

Assist OIT with a culture change to establish accountability of services;

•

Update the current content of the Catalog of OIT Services, and develop a process for maintaining the content so that it
is a reliable and useful tool, both internally and externally.

The group meets on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of the month, provided there are agenda items.
In the past year, the members of the team were:
Charlayne Beavers, Support Services
Dan Chin, Enterprise Infrastructure Services
Linda Dereka, Strategic IT Communications
Harris Otubu, Technology Consulting Services
Mark Ratliff, Academic Services

Leila Shahbender (lead), Support Services
Barrie Sutton, Princeton Project Office
Janet Temos, Academic Services
Liz Zodeiko, Administrative Information Services

Highlights
During FY12, the Services Management team accomplished the following:
•

Finalized the service management questionnaire.

•

Began work on cleaning up the OIT Catalog of Services.

•

Presented the work of the team and introduced the process to the OIT Leadership Group.

•

Completed and published the Services Management website located at www.princeton.edu/servicemanagement.
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Irina Rivkin
ERP Systems

Kevin Graham
Elizabeth Holtz
Terry Lam
Tao Ning
Rob Tengowski
Dave Tierney

Devaki Ginde
Packaged Solutions &
Integration

Carl Segers
Sandee Steinberg

Russell Wells
Person Office

Paul Lynn
Joe Moreau
Mark Zabielski

Ashutosh Hadap
AIS Collaborative Solutions

Vacant

Sandy Weiner

Mary Chang
Ian Finch
Yuri Smolyansky

Marsha Jacobs
Grants & Housing
Management

Emily Jeng
Custom Application
Development

Administrative Information Services (AIS)
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David Herrington
Departmental Application
Services

Suzanne Coletti
Data Warehousing &
Integration

Ted Bross
Associate Director
Custom Development, Data
Warehousing & Integration
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Joyce Bell
Administrative Assistant

Donna Lawrence
Package Adaptation and
Customization

Colin Currie
Executive Director, Administrative
Information Services

Office of Information Technology
Administrative Information Services
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David Herrington
Departmental Application
Services

Steve Albin
James Chu
George Fleming
Bargavi Tirumalai
Jonathan Wilding

Suzanne Coletti
Data Warehousing &
Integration

Dean Barolia
Kathleen Foley
Brian Long
Natasha Metelitsa
Sal Urso
Liz Zodeiko

Ted Bross
Associate Director
Custom Development, Data
Warehousing & Integration

Emily Jeng
Custom Application
Development

Lakshmi Annamalai
Austin Bye
Tom Camp
Tim Hogan
Jennifer Legaspi
Ron Li
Qing Lin
Kurian Nellikunnel
Usha Patlolla
Winnie Siemon
Brian Taylor
Da-Wei Zhang
Katherine Zhang
Michael Zarillo

Colin Currie
Executive Director, Administrative
Information Services

Office of Information Technology
Administrative Information Services
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Tom Kaiser
Tod Starliper

Matt Petty
Data Center Facilities
Management

Igor Gubenko
Maureen O’Connor

Martin Harriss
Infrastructure Management
Services

Ron Gittleman
Sergey Guberman
Kathryn Moncado
Kevin Murali
Chris Stewart
Todd Whitaker
Audrey Wright

Deborah Becker
Database Administration
Services

Chuck Augustine
Systems & Data
Management Services

Dwight Bashore
Silvia Fernandes
Jason Howe
Chris Kranz
John Sophy
John Wagner

Joe Karam
Collaboration Services
Group

Bill Bridges
Nicholas Delo

Dan Chin
Architecture

Wei Lin
Chi Lu
Hajar Niroomand
Ben Ruset

Chris Dietrich
Operations

Dianne Kaiser
Laurie Larson
Dave Moraski
John Shorey

Bob Stango
Systems Deployment &
Security

Charles Kruger
Enterprise Servers &
Storage

Donna Tatro
Director, Enterprise
Infrastructure Services

Office of Information Technology
Enterprise Infrastructure Services

Michael Barton
Simon Lee
Sridevi Vanka
Alex Willman

Steve Niedzwiecki
Security & Data Protection

Carol Morea
Administrative Assistant

Enterprise Infrastructure Services (EIS)
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Linda Dereka
Strategic IT
Communications

Harris Otubu
Matt Immordino

Sal Rosario
Technology Consulting
Services
Anthony Scaturro
IT Security Officer

Marcia Adelman
Alberta Noon
Debbie Pieroth
Angie Ratliff
Jill Schreiber
Yvonne Wilson

Shane Farrell
Budget & Finance

Matt Immordino
Organizational
Support

Elizabeth Smolinski
Office Support

Nadine Stern
Associate CIO for Operations
and Planning

Office of Information Technology
Operations and Planning

Jeanne Mrak
Lea Novak
Alla Ryklin

Janice Guarnieri
IT Training &
Documentation

John Milnes
Director, Organizational
Effectiveness & Strategic
Initiatives

Marie Messler
Executive Assistant
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Joyce Bell
Marie Messler
Carol Morea

Jeanne Out
Jim Watson
Software Sales

Dianne Griffiths

Becky Goodman
Administration
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Carol Williams
Project Office

Nancy Silldorff
Change Management

Janet Pumo
Director,
Princeton Project Office
Marie Messler
Administrative Assistant

Barrie Sutton
IT Governance

Office of Information Technology
Princeton Project Office
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Kevin Mills
Hardware Support

Greg Meszaros
Business Administration

Frank Indyk
Network Operations

Phil Immordino
Software Support

Dave Morreale
Associate Director
Desktop Support
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Charlayne Beavers
Technology Integration

Maureen Novozinsky

Annie Saunders
OIT Communications

Rita Saltz
Communications and
Integration Advisory Group

Evelyne Roach
Distributed Computing
Support

Carol Morea
Administrative Assistant

Bonnie Benedetto
Barbara Ludwig
Lee Reeves
Julia Seymore

Grant Weed
Telephone Services

Donald Ade
Neal Bituin
William Brown
Thomas Byrne
Mark Giannullo
Thomas McStravock
Adam Ouellette
Eric Swingle
Rasoola Tyler
Brad Wells

Mariann Miller
Support & Operations
Center

Leila Shahbender
Customer Services

Gary Eshbaugh
Daniel Pease
Vacant
Student Computing Services

Steven Sather
Associate CIO & Director,
Support Services

Office of Information Technology
Support Services
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Jeff Fitzwater
Robert Haines
Danny Mola
Irwin Tillman

Chris Tengi
Networking Systems
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Craig Fenlon
Matt Talarick
Solutions Center

Richard Clawges
Andrew Goodman
Stacey Kuzemka
Michael Lease
Bob Mills
Michael Sanfedele
Danielle Tartaglia
Robert Wassall

Tony Jones

Jesse Baron
Joe DeLucia
Tom Francais
Sarah Kampel
Gail Martinetti
Mark Pellechia
Gary Tesler
Anthony Wilk
Dianne Wolochowicz

Vincent LaPrete
David McCarthy

Owen Tidwell
Switchroom

Scott Pecaric

Greg Meszaros
Business Administration

Frank Indyk
Network Operations

Phil Immordino
Software Support

David Walter
Network GIS
Administration

Dave Morreale
Associate Director
Desktop Support

Steven Sather
Associate CIO & Director,
Support Services

Thomas Burrell
Gerald Chianese
Ed Machuga
John Sivertsen
Chris Vitale

Chris Longo
Telephone Installation
& Maintenance

Joseph Gradl
Todd Klingaman
Marcos Lopez
Brian Low-Beer
Jason Moran
Steve Nappa
John Orechowski
Jeffrey Preischel
Ed Sikorski
Sophoklis Theophanous

Adam Re
Technology Installation
& Maintenance

Kevin Mills
Hardware Support

Diane Mills
Clerical Support

Office of Information Technology
Support Services
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Derek Brown
Edward Cleary
Richard Doran
Jesse Glover
Kyle Kokotajlo
Mike Rea

Dominic Rago
Infrastructure Support
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Wireless slow, unreliable across parts of campus
The University’s wireless Internet has been
especially slow in some areas of campus,
many students have noticed. Specifically,
residents in lower areas of campus have
complained of unreliable Internet connection, particularly after 8 p.m.
The Internet bandwidth in Bloomberg Hall
peaked last Friday at midnight at around
84 megabits per second, which is less than
10 percent of the total one gigabit per second bandwidth available to the building.
“Princeton says that it is a fully wireless
campus,” Mira Mehta ’14 said, “but it
doesn’t live up to that because the wireless is not always at a usable speed.”
Mehta explained that she often had trouble
with the Internet connection in her room
last year, resulting in her frequent use of
an Ethernet cord to get a faster connection.
She was told by a Residential Computing
Consultant that the Internet problems were
due to the age of the building.
“The slow connection does sometimes
impede students’ studying,” Mehta said.
Meanwhile, Eduardo Contijoch ’12 said
that when he brought the Internet issue
to an RCC, he was told that not enough
students were using the Ethernet connection in their rooms and were instead relying
on the wireless network.

“From my understanding, this overcrowding of the wireless network is making
everyone’s connection slower,” Contijoch
explained.
The RCC program could not be reached for
comment.
Contijoch, who lives in Bloomberg, said the
Internet is “remarkably slow” in the building, but he has recently been using the
wired connection and has had no problems
with its speed.
Cathy Chen ’14 said she also uses an
Ethernet cord because she uses Skype frequently. However, she added that she still
loses connection a couple times a night
and has problems opening her email.
“It’s great that we have a wireless system
set up, but it’s also limited to certain areas,
mainly inside, which isn’t really a problem
most of the year,” Chen said, adding that
many of her friends receive little or no Internet connection from the south courtyard
of Whitman.
The Office of Internet Techology has
gathered data on Internet usage at various
times and locations around campus. OIT
Network Systems and Support Services
manager Christopher Tengi explained that
the data do not contain information about
individual network connections or users

and are strictly a measurement of the total
amount of network traffic flowing through a
particular link.
“There is no way to directly determine what
network traffic at any location on (or off)
campus is attributable to any specific class
of network user or any specific network
application using the statistics-gathering
tools we have in place,” Tengi said. To do
so, Tengi explained, OIT would need to
guess how much of the traffic was due to
student use versus non-student use.
But Tengi noted that his group has not received any complaints of slow connections.
OIT Associate Chief Information Officer and
Director of Support Services Steven Sather
suggested that students who experience
slow network speeds from specific locations or at specific times of day report their
problems to the OIT Support and Operations Center.
“OIT will investigate the issues and, if there
is a problem, can address it most effectively that way,” he said.
Statistics released by OIT show that average Internet usage on campus peaks
between 9 p.m. and midnight each night.
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After several years of planning and more
than a year of construction, Princeton University’s High-Performance Computing Research Center opened its doors this week.
The facility gives researchers on campus
new capacity to tackle some of the world’s
most complex scientific challenges.
Situated on Princeton’s Forrestal campus,
the 47,000-square-foot building is the new
home to powerful research computers that
are capable of generating models of galaxy
formation, tracking the motion of a single
molecule and simulating the seismic forces
of an earthquake, among other highly
technical tasks.

they’re measured in petabytes, or quadrillions of bytes. High-performance computing involves the use of supercomputers
and computer clusters that can tackle difficult calculations and these large data sets.
For example, the computers are enabling
scientists at Princeton to model shock
waves caused by supernova explosions,
explore the feasibility of carbon dioxide
storage, and design a cheaper and more
efficient fuel cell. Such computers also
help researchers understand the complexity of the human brain, how schools of fish

Located on Princeton’s Forrestal campus,
the University’s High-Performance Computing Research Center opened its doors this
week, serving as the new home to the institution’s powerful research computers. The
center is seen here from Forrestal Road.
(Photo by Christopher Lilja)
The facility, which will come fully online
when all systems are operational in
January, is the centerpiece of Princeton’s
innovative plan to provide robust computing resources to all faculty members and
researchers. Since Jan. 1 alone, the University’s existing high-performance computers located at sites across campus — and
which now will be united at the new center
— have provided resources for 214 unique
researchers from 57 faculty research
groups and two undergraduate classes
spread among 15 academic departments.
“Princeton’s approach is really unique in
that it is making these powerful computing resources available to all researchers,”
said Jeroen Tromp, the Blair Professor of
Geology and the director of the Princeton
Institute for Computational Science and
Engineering (PICSciE), which will oversee
the new facility in conjunction with the
Office of Information Technology (OIT).
“At most universities, researchers work
department-by-department or individually
to get the computing resources they need.”
Today’s scientific challenges involve tough
problems and data amounts so large,

Water passes through primary chilled
water pumps and piping seen here to
cool the air that keeps the computers in
the high-performance computing center
comfortably at room temperature. (Photo
by Christopher Lilja)
decide which way to swim and how flocks
decide which way to fly.
About 70 percent of the computing power
at the new center is to be dedicated to
high-performance research computing,
while the other 30 percent runs the email,
databases and other computing services
needed to support campus. The computers
were moved from computing facilities at
87 Prospect Ave., the New South Building,
and Lewis Library on the University’s main
campus.

Library. TIGRESS is short for Terascale
Infrastructure for Groundbreaking Research in Science and Engineering. While
the five computers that make up TIGRESS
have been moved to the new building, the
TIGRESS staff, educational resources, and
the visualization laboratory will remain in
the Lewis Library on the main campus.
Two of the five computers are new additions, having been purchased to replace
aging models. The two are Hecate, which
has replaced an older machine with the
same name, and Orbital, which replaces
a five-year-old high-performance cluster
known as Woodhen. The new Hecate has
1,500 processors, providing roughly 1,000
times the performance of the average
desktop, and 12 terabytes of memory,
which allows it to analyze unprecedentedly
large datasets. In January 2012, when
all the systems are installed and running,
Princeton’s computing center will provide
computing speed of about 110 teraflops, or
10 percent of the capability — as measured
in “FLOPS,” or floating point operations per
second — of a national supercomputing
center.
Unique approach provides broad access
Princeton University has created a centralized approach to providing computing
resources for faculty, researchers and
students, as researchers who want to use
the high-performance computers do so by
making a request through the Research
Computing website, which is managed by
PICSciE and OIT.
One team that is using the TIGRESS
computers is Associate Professor Anatoly
Spitkovsky’s group in the Department of
Astrophysics. The team is exploring how
astrophysical shock waves, such as the
ones generated by supernova explosions,
can cause the acceleration of cosmic rays,
which are streams of high-energy particles
that flow into our solar system from far out
in the galaxy.
Computer models offer a way to track the
careening particles inside shock waves,
but even simplified models are very computationally demanding, as the simulations
involve integrating the orbits of tens of
billions of particles.
(continued on next page)

The high-performance research computers
are part of Princeton’s existing TIGRESS
High-Performance Computing Center
and Visualization Laboratory in the Lewis
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mathematics. “It is like a playground where
you meet your neighbors,” said Stone, who
called the approach “exceptional.”
“You find out what they are doing and you
learn from each other,” he said.

According to astrophysicist Anatoly Spitkovsky, Princeton’s high-performance computing resources allow researchers to “test
existing theories of particle acceleration
and help to explain a number of puzzling
astronomical observations of supernova
remnants and gamma-ray bursts.” This image shows the simulation of the structure
of magnetic turbulence near an astrophysical shock wave, propagating toward the
lower right corner of the image. Collisions
of clouds of plasma in space cause the
shock waves, generate magnetic fields and
accelerate particles. Elongated pockets
of plasma are created ahead of the shock
by newly accelerated particles and are
surrounded by filaments of generated
magnetic field. (Image courtesy of Anatoly
Spitkovsky)
“Princeton’s high-performance computing resources have been invaluable to our
group,” Spitkovsky said. “They allow us to
put to the test existing theories of particle
acceleration and help to explain a number
of puzzling astronomical observations
of supernova remnants and gamma-ray
bursts. In addition, TIGRESS computers have served as an excellent training
ground in high-performance computing for
undergraduate and graduate students, and
for postdocs.”
Through the Research Computing website,
researchers can access a list of trainings and mini-courses on how to use the
computing resources. Technical support
staff are available to help researchers
decide which computer system fits the job,
troubleshoot malfunctioning programs and
tune software for maximum performance.
“This lowers the technological barriers,”
said Curt Hillegas, director of research
computing and director of TIGRESS.
Princeton’s centralized research computing
approach also enables researchers from
different disciplines to talk to each other,
said James Stone, associate director of
PICSciE and a professor of astrophysical
sciences with a joint appointment in the
program in applied and computational
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High-performance computers are helping Princeton engineers explore trapping
carbon dioxide as a hydrate as one of
several possible technologies currently
under study for the capture and long-term
storage of this greenhouse gas. This image shows a molecular dynamics study
of the melting of carbon dioxide clathrate
hydrate. Hydrates are crystalline solids in
which guest molecules are trapped within
polyhedral water cages. Liquid water
molecules are shown in blue, solid-like
water molecules in red and carbon dioxide
molecules in green. (Image courtesy of
Sapna Sarupria)
The high-performance computers are helping Princeton engineers explore underground storage of carbon dioxide. Much
is unknown about how carbon dioxide
behaves when it comes in contact with water and salt at the extreme temperatures
and pressures found in some geologic
formations. Yet it is difficult to make such
measurements in the lab and even more
difficult to do so in the field.
Computer simulations can help researchers explore this question, said Pablo
Debenedetti, the Class of 1950 Professor
in Engineering and Applied Science and
vice dean of the School of Engineering
and Applied Science. He and his team use
Princeton’s computing power to perform
a type of modeling called a Monte Carlo
simulation to look at how molecules of
carbon dioxide, water and salt interact
with each other at high temperatures and
pressures.
“This is the sort of complicated research
question that you can ask in a university
environment, and it would be impossible
without high-performance computers,”
Debenedetti said.

Meeting researchers’ needs on demand
The centralized approach that enables
such broad research is successful because
it starts with the needs of Princeton
researchers, said Jeremiah Ostriker,
professor of astrophysical sciences, and
PICSciE’s director until July 2009. “The
researchers and faculty members decide
what types of computers they need. For example, some computers are good at visualization while others, a higher throughput, in
terms of computations per second.”
The savings are also substantial, said
Ostriker, who was a leading proponent of
the centralized approach when he served
as Princeton’s provost from 1995 to 2001.
Prior to the centralized approach, individual departments were buying and installing
research computers in their own buildings.
Installing high-performance computers
in individual departments is expensive
because the computers consume large
amounts of power, generate a lot of heat
and require installation of dedicated air
conditioners. Often the power supply to
campus buildings, especially older ones,
was not designed with the kind of heavyduty electrical wiring and cooling infrastructure needed.
Combining research computing and campus computing made sense, Ostriker said.
A central computing facility requires fewer
staff, because under the department-bydepartment system each department had
to hire its own computer administrator. The
new building is run by three OIT employees,
a data center facilities manager and two
electronics specialists.

Researchers are using computer modeling
to design a catalyst that extracts protons
from water and combines them with
electrons to produce hydrogen. The catalyst mimics the active site of a naturally
occurring enzyme found in bacteria. This
image illustrates how hydrogen would be
produced by the active site, which features
two iron (Fe) molecules (at left) and is stably linked to a pyrite electrode immersed
in acidified water (shown at right). (Image
courtesy of Annabella Selloni)
(continued on next page)
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This external staff support aids the work
being done by such researchers as Professor of Chemistry Annabella Selloni and her
group, which is exploring hydrogen generation from water in the search for solutions
to world energy needs. The researchers are
using computer modeling to design a catalyst that extracts protons from water and
combines them with electrons to produce
hydrogen. An essential piece of the catalyst
is currently based on pricey and rare metals such as platinum. “We are exploring
via computer modeling whether a cheaper
and more efficient catalyst can be made,”
Selloni said.
The team’s in silico modeling efforts are
inspired by a real-life microbial enzyme
isolated from hydrogen-producing bacteria.
But creating a functional catalyst based on
a naturally occurring enzyme is no trivial
matter, and requires a basic understanding
of the processes involved.
“Our research requires highly sophisticated
quantum-mechanical computations,” Selloni explained. “These types of calculations
can be carried out only on computers like
those at Princeton’s High-Performance
Computing Research Center.”
Another of the user groups for the computing facility is the U.S. Department of
Energy’s Princeton Plasma Physics Lab
(PPPL), which is managed by Princeton
University. “This computing facility is one
of the strengths of being located within
the Princeton University neighborhood,”
said Michael Zarnstorff, deputy director for
research at PPPL. “By pulling together we
can get a facility that is beyond our ability
as individual groups.”
In addition to applications in engineering
and physics, high-performance computing
is being increasingly used in disciplines
that until recently required little more than
a desktop. In the Department of Ecology
and Evolutionary Biology, Assistant Professor Iain Couzin is using computational
approaches to understand how complex
behaviors such as bird migrations and
insect swarms emerge out of actions and
interactions among individuals. His team of
researchers has developed computational
tools to explore how individual organisms,
while sensing only their local environ-

ments, can adeptly contribute to group
behaviors. The researchers have developed
a model of how collective behavior traits
may have evolved in response to ecological
conditions.
Keeping cool with an eye toward sustainability
To support such hefty computing jobs,
the new facility at Forrestal was specially
designed to provide power to the computers while using as little energy as possible.
The entire ground floor of the new building
is dedicated to maintaining the computers.
One part of the floor is dedicated to electrical switching, another to backup power
supplies in the form of large batteries, and
another to creating the cool air that will
continuously bathe the machines.
Of all the features in the new Forrestal
computing research center, air conditioning is among the most important,
Hillegas said. “Anyone who has used a
laptop knows that computers generate
heat. These high-performance computers
generate massive amounts of heat.” Three
massive water chillers, each the size of an
ice-cream truck, cool thousands of gallons
of water per day to a temperature of about
45 degrees Fahrenheit. The chilled water
in turn cools air that is propelled by fans up
and into the second-floor computer room to
keep the mighty machines comfortably at
room temperature.
In case of a power failure, a 100,000 gallon tank of pre-cooled water stands next to
the building, ready for use until a backup
generator rumbles to life. The water is
cool enough to be used without additional
cooling, said Edward T. Borer Jr., manager
of Princeton University’s energy plant. “We
have a tank full of cold water that we can
immediately circulate into the data center
to start removing heat,” he said.
On the second floor stand rows of cabinets
that house the computer servers. Each
cabinet generates as much heat as 200
continuously burning light bulbs packed
into a space the size of a kitchen refrigerator.
To offset these cooling and power needs,
the building has many energy-saving
features. During winter, the air condition-

ing system can be switched off, and giant
louvers on the south facing wall can be
opened to let in cold outside air. This feature takes advantage of modern technical
standards that allow computers to be exposed to a greater range of temperatures
and humidity levels, said Borer.
Other sustainability measures include cooling towers that enable the chillers to be
turned off when the outside temperature is
near freezing. A second backup generator,
this one gas-powered, has a cogeneration feature that harnesses waste heat as
energy to chill the water. It runs on natural
gas and has a lower carbon footprint than
the electricity provided by the power utility.
The natural gas generator will be switched
on when electricity prices are high, thus
saving money and lowering Princeton’s
carbon footprint.
One of the challenges of planning this
building was to “right-size” it for current
and future research computing needs, the
facility’s planners said.
“Research computing is not predictable
because the technology changes fairly
rapidly,” said John Ziegler, director of real
estate development at Princeton. The solution was to plan the existing building so
that someday it can be doubled in size by
constructing a mirror image of the existing
facility, with the loading dock and freight
elevator at the center. “We developed
the site with an eye to the future and the
expansion capabilities,” Ziegler said.
Offices across campus continue to invest
in the future of research computing at
Princeton. Support for the new computers
comes from a variety of sources, including PICSciE, OIT, the engineering school,
the Lewis-Sigler Institute for Integrative
Genomics, the Princeton Institute for the
Science and Technology of Materials and
PPPL, as well as a number of academic
departments and faculty members. The
acquisition of the new computers was
made possible through grants provided by
the National Science Foundation, the U.S.
Department of Energy, the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research, and the David and
Lucile Packard Foundation.
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Computing center opens at Forrestal
By Michael Granovetter
Contributor

Creating computational models that depict
visualizations of distant galaxies and movements of single atoms will soon become
much more feasible with the opening of
the University’s High-Performance Computing Research Center, a 47,000-square-foot
building located on Princeton’s Forrestal
campus.
As researchers started relying more heavily
on computer models that use millions of
bytes of data, the Princeton Institute for
Computational Science and Engineering
recognized the need for a computing center and began plans for the construction
of one.
The design for the building was complete
by the summer of 2010, after which construction immediately commenced.
PICSciE and OIT will jointly oversee the
facility’s operations.
The majority of the University’s computer
systems, currently located at the Visualization Laboratory in the Lewis Library and
87 Prospect Street, will be relocated to the
new center in the coming months.
Curt Hillegas, director of research computing and director of the Terascale Infrastructure for Groundbreaking Research in
Engineering and Science, explained the
advantages of housing the university’s
servers in this new infrastructure.
“The capacity of the new data center is
four times that of 87 Prospect,” he said.
“The center’s power efficiency is also much
better. In addition to saving the University
money, it will be more environmentally
sustainable.”

An essential feature of the center is the
air conditioning used to counteract the
large amounts of heat generated by the
computers. In addition to 12,500 square
feet of space for servers, the building is
also equipped with gas and diesel-powered
generators that will maintain the computing equipment in case of a power outage.
A 100,000-gallon tank of cooled water is
stationed in the building to keep the equipment cool during the period of time after
the facility loses power to when the generators are activated.
Director of PICSciE and geology professor
Jeroen Tromp noted that the new facility
is an “excellent environment” for the computer systems.
“We have a lot of delicate ‘top-notch’
equipment,” he said. “The center will be a
great place for protecting this hardware.”
Tromp added that the center’s expert
system administrators will also benefit the
University’s computing work.
“In the past, each individual department
was responsible for maintaining their own
servers,” Tromp explained. “The ‘human
component’ of this new facility is crucial for
maintaining the equipment.”
The center will eventually house computer servers used by 57 faculty research
groups and two undergraduate classes
that encompass 15 different academic
departments. The computer clusters will
be able to perform tasks such as modeling
high-energy physics, molecular dynamics,
neurological processes and seismological
patterns, as well as storing statistical data
for projects conducted in the Wilson School
and other social science departments. The

facility will also store administrative servers that maintain University databases.
“All departments need access to sizeable
computers,” Tromp said. “The center is, in
a way, bringing the University community
together.”
The University has ordered two new computer systems through grants provided by
the National Science Foundation, the U.S.
Department of Energy, the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research and the David and
Lucile Packard Foundation. While these
systems are CPUs, PICSciE hopes to eventually be able to invest in GPUs, which are
significantly faster data processors.
The computing center has already generated interest from other universities.
Representatives from Madison and
Stanford have recently visited the construction site to examine its design. According
to Tromp, there is no other comparable
research center, although Harvard and
MIT are currently constructing a similar
facility that will be shared between the two
universities.
Tromp noted that the new facility should
increase interest in research computing for
all faculty, researchers and students, especially with the recent launch of PICSciE’s
research computing website.
“Princeton is now set for many years to
come for establishing an infrastructure for
computing research,” he said.
“I think research computing is an important strategic initiative,” Hillegas added.
“This center will create a firm foundation
for these projects.”
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Leydon to retire as VP and CIO after more than 30 years in IT field
By Karin Dienst
Betty Leydon, who has served as the
vice president for information technology
and chief information officer at Princeton
University for more than 10 years, has
announced plans to retire at the end of the
academic year on June 30.

experience. “Princeton really is a special
place and I will miss so many people here,”
she said, noting that the University’s comparatively small size “contributes to the accessibility of everyone,” with the outcome
that it “makes it easier to understand what
our common goals are and to share information that helps us achieve those goals.”

Leydon, who joined the Princeton administration in 2001, has devoted more than
30 years to working in the IT field, with 25
years in higher education. She intends to
move to North Carolina, where her husband, John, is the vice president and CIO
for the University System of North Carolina.
“For more than a decade, Betty Leydon
has steadily guided Princeton through the
ever-changing world of information technology,” said President Shirley M. Tilghman.
“She has left a lasting imprint on the Office
of Information Technology (OIT) and on
Princeton as a whole, not least, as she
once put it, by ‘making sure that the technology does not become an end in itself.’
This commitment to the greater good has
helped our students, faculty and staff to
embrace the opportunities presented by
the digital revolution, while taking its challenges in stride — no small achievement!”
Provost Christopher Eisgruber, to whom
Leydon reports, is in the process of selecting a search committee to seek a successor.
At Princeton, Leydon has been responsible
for providing vision and leadership to develop and implement the information systems
and services that support the University’s
information technology needs.
Chief among her accomplishments has
been overseeing the creation, in 2001, and
evolution of OIT as an organization committed to service. In 2009, much of OIT’s
staff was relocated to a new home at 701
Carnegie Center, consolidating many of its
operations in one main location.
Leydon also has been committed to collaborating with faculty members to make
significant advances in Princeton’s computing research capabilities, culminating in
November in the opening of the High-Performance Computing Research Center on
the Forrestal campus.

Leydon came to Princeton from Duke
University, where she was the vice provost
for information technology and CIO for
seven years. Previously, she spent eight
years at the University of New Hampshire,
ultimately becoming executive director for
computing and information services.

“Betty Leydon has served Princeton
admirably during her 10 years as its chief
information officer,” Eisgruber said. “Her
leadership was essential to the successful
completion of OIT’s new office space and
to Princeton’s new state-of the-art HighPerformance Computing Research Center.
She has made OIT one of Princeton’s most
responsive and service-oriented organizations, and she has partnered effectively
with colleagues from both the academic
and administrative sides of the University.”
He added, “Betty is a nationally recognized
leader in her field. Her shoes will be difficult to fill, but she has ensured that her
successor will inherit a terrific foundation
on which to build Princeton’s IT future.”
Executive Vice President Mark Burstein
said, “Betty has been a wonderful colleague to me and to members of the
administration. Her and OIT’s focus on improving service, using technology as a tool
for efficiency, and enhancing our policies
and controls has provided critical support
for many areas across the University. She
leaves Princeton with a very strong technology organization in place.”
For Leydon, being able to collaborate with
members of the community from across
the campus has been an unforgettable

A 1967 graduate of Bucknell University,
Leydon started her career as a computer
programmer and systems engineer before
becoming a marketing representative at
the IBM Corp. in 1973. From 1975 to 1981
she lived in France, teaching English and
earning two postgraduate degrees from
the l’Université de Nantes, before returning to the United States to earn a master’s
degree in English language and linguistics
from the University of New Hampshire.
Focusing on customer service
In shaping OIT, Leydon said she worked
from the foundation of a “strong technical
infrastructure” to develop an organization devoted to “excellence in service.” To
facilitate this work, she introduced in 2001
a governance model of advisory councils
to ensure that IT decisions reflected the
needs of the community. One of those
councils, the Senior Advisory Group on IT
(SAGIT), was formed to advise the provost
on funding for strategic IT initiatives, resulting in dedicated annual funding.
“This governance model has allowed OIT
to work effectively with business offices
across campus to understand their business needs and to develop administrative applications that meet those needs,”
Leydon said.
In further mapping the IT plan for Princeton, in 2006 Leydon led OIT in a University-wide strategic planning process in
which more than 1,000 faculty, staff and
students participated, completing surveys
and joining focus groups as part of this
(continued on next page)
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effort. A strategic plan was finalized the following year, and today continues to provide
direction for future IT goals at Princeton.
In describing OIT’s commitment to service,
Leydon identifies two important examples.
One is the OIT Solutions Center, which was
established in 2003 and is housed in the
Frist Campus Center to offer a central location for IT support for customers. The other
is the OIT Help Desk, which as of 2007 has
provided assistance to IT users 24 hours a
day, seven days a week.
Over the past decade, service also has
meant making IT more efficient and accessible to the University community through
improvements in technology. In 2004, OIT
expanded wireless coverage throughout
the dormitories and residential colleges,
and three years later completed a wireless network infrastructure across the
entire campus. Progressive upgrades also
were made to the wired network and the
University’s connection to the Internet and
Internet2. As technologies evolved, OIT
launched new services to meet the changing needs of users, including Web-based
tools and support for laptops and portable
devices, as well as a new smartphone mobile application, iPrinceton, in 2010.

“I am most proud of the dedication and
support of the OIT staff I have worked with
during my tenure at Princeton,” Leydon
said. “They truly understand, and believe
in, customer service and work hard to provide the best possible IT service to faculty,
staff and students.”
Expanding capacity in computational
research
Overseeing significant developments in
computational research at Princeton also
has been a focus for Leydon. In November,
after extensive planning, the University’s
High-Performance Computing Research
Center opened on the Forrestal campus.
The center gives Princeton researchers
new capacity to tackle complex scientific
challenges. It also consolidates in one location high-performance computers previously at other sites, allowing for researchers to
collaborate more easily, as well as saving
costs by having a centralized approach so
that individual departments do not have to
install and provide power to their own highperformance computers.
Leydon calls the new High-Performance
Computing Research Center a “crowning achievement” that embodies years of
building relationships at the University,
especially with faculty members.

The new facility builds on previous important developments in high-performance
computing at Princeton, including the
acquisition in 2005 of a Blue Gene/L system from IBM, which, at its inception, was
among the world’s top 100 most powerful
supercomputers. In 2008, OIT partnered
with faculty researchers to launch TIGRESS
— the Terascale Infrastructure for Groundbreaking Research in Engineering and
Science.
Looking back over her time at Princeton,
Leydon said, “Each of these accomplishments could not have happened without
the support of each person in OIT.”
After she retires, Leydon intends to build a
new home in Durham, N.C., close to Duke
basketball games, to which she holds
season tickets, and with “lots of room for
visitors from Princeton.” She also plans
to take up the violin again, as well as Irish
fiddle music. An avid traveler, she and her
husband look forward to future trips with
the Princeton Journeys alumni education
program, having already enjoyed “wonderful experiences” in Egypt, China and
Russia.
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OIT warns of malicious emails sent to students and faculty members in scam
By Michael Granovetter
Staff Writer
Published: Wednesday, March 28th, 2012
Last Thursday, approximately 1,000 to
2,000 malicious emails were sent out to
the University community in an attempt to
access and collect personal information
from both students and faculty members,
according to Princeton’s Office of Information Technology.
The email, which appeared to have been
sent from a University WebMail account, informed targeted students and faculty that
recipients were required to confirm their
netIDs and passwords before continuing to
use their accounts.
The message included a link that redirected students to a site that looked as if
it were affiliated with the University. The
site was actually a log-in page that was
designed by a Brazilian domain.
Once the owners of the Brazilian phishing
site obtained the netIDs and passwords,
they could then impersonate the email account and send messages. Director of OIT
Support Services Steven Sather noted that
this possibility was particularly dangerous
for faculty members because it would allow
the culprits to establish false credentials.
Sather explained that these attacks have
become “more personalized” over time.
“It’s clear that the perpetrators did their
homework,” Sather said. “The original link
looked like a Princeton URL, and they used
many of the same graphics that appear on
Princeton sites.”
Sather noted that the primary incentive for
the scheme was money.
“We use the same usernames and passwords for not only our email accounts but
also Princeton’s financial system, PeopleSoft,” Sather explained. “This would allow
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the perpetrators to spend money that
belongs to the University.”
Several staff members at OIT, including
Sather, personally received this email
Thursday morning, and within 10 to 15
minutes the office blocked on-campus
access to the website. OIT immediately
posted an online alert and first contacted
departments that rely on computing needs.
Cara Liuzzi ’12, who received the email
while on campus, said she clicked on the
link “without really thinking,” but because
of OIT’s prompt response, she said she
was unable to access the site.
However, OIT could not block the site for
students who were off-campus at the time.
While the reason behind the timing of the
email is unknown, Sather said the perpetrators might have known that students
were on spring break.
OIT proceeded to have USG president
Bruce Easop ’13 alert undergraduates
about the email scam. Sather felt this
means of communication was effective
because the student government “adds
credibility.”
“OIT generally tries to go through student
leaders on campus,” Easop said. “Students
often feel comfortable asking questions
to another student, and I was able to help
clarify any confusion that students had.”
Sather said that situations like this have
occurred before not only at Princeton but
also at peer institutions, such as Stanford,
University of Chicago and Harvard.
“We have been working at being able to
block anything similar in the future,” Sather said, noting that one of OIT’s primary
methods involves quarantining links using
Proofpoint, a system designed to pinpoint
junk mail.

Proofpoint did not identify the Brazilian
email as spam for some members of the
University community. Some students cite
certain flaws with Proofpoint in general.
“I have the utmost respect for OIT and
the work they do. They have always been
prompt to fix problems,” Jonathan Frankle
’15 said. However, Frankle noted that
Proofpoint has only blocked two emails
from reaching his inbox over the course
of this academic year. One email was
from a fellow Princeton student while the
other was an important message from the
Google Scholarship Program.
Sather explained that Proofpoint is one of
the best systems available. “If there was
something better out there, we’d use it,”
he said.
Sather also noted that one of OIT’s continuing goals is to teach the University community to be vigilant about such emails
and to make individuals aware that nobody
at Princeton will ever ask them to verify a
username or password.
“As our ways of detecting these things become more sophisticated, these perpetrators become more sophisticated as well,”
Sather said. “Their job is to make [their
emails] seem as real as possible.”
Sather is advising the University community to be more conscious of potential scams
in the future.
“Be leery,” Sather said. “Obviously your
mom wouldn’t ask you for your credit card
number over your Gmail account.”
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